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t n r i n 1 " < = 1 ' ® ™ A l a n H o w a r d : A n A p p r e c i a t i o n 'i / i ^ t / a c t s o f i m a g i n a t i o n i n o r d e r t o a p p r e c i a t e o r a / / / ) ' .
Doesn't orality 'sit' in the desk, personified right
under the teacher's nose - perhaps even with not ROSEMARY BLOM
all that much sitting, if we think of the spirit-

. r u i j J • . . . . . s t i n e d v i b r a n c y o f t h e s o u l o f a s i x y e a r - o l d ?
T h a t t h e r e I S m o u n t i n g c o n c e r n t o r c h i l d r e n a n d e x p e r i e n c e w i l l n e v e r b e t h e s a m e a g a i n w h e n N r » t u / J t h c t n n H ! n n ^ v * ■ u a a u u a u a - a -
I IAU A .U. I U- r .u^ in .u r T • , .u n r,^ . • u - . . . . iNotw i ths tand i i ig , hav ing the ora l i t y - imbued A lanHoward , who d ied jus t over a year ago, waschildhood as the top halt the 20th centuiy listening to the BBC reporting a shî  on the high ehild simply present-whether sitting, hopping for many years a teacher at Michael House,
sand-glass runs out IS more thtui understandable. .seas m distress. Without such experience, it or merely a bit fidgety-does not guarantee that Ilkeston, Derbyshire. He came there after servingBut that one of the vortices of this concern has would take an act of supreme imagination" (to the teacher is equal to understanding the child and as a sergeant-major during the war in North
taken to whirling around literacy, comes as refer to a state of mind that Norman Skillen leading it aright towards literacy. The 50'waves Africa in the Education Corps. Alan's wife, Mary,
something of a surprise. A welcome surprise, if describes in his article published here) to fully of spirituality do, of course, need to subside if we had already come to the school with their two
looked at not only from the Waldorf perspective, empathise with the dire situation that those are to navigate through life without an unduly young children, Roger and Julian, and a fellow
but from that of humanity as a whole, its vigour, aboard are in. Perhaps it would take a bumpy ride—not to mention the fact that we scholar recalls the boys'joy at regularly receiving
its spirituality, its social well-being and its sense commensurate effort of--imagination to grasp would need an ocean-going liner of a body-and- from their father an amusingly illustrated letter
of responsibility for the future. what the mind of man, woman and child was like soul to cope with them. But prematurely encase giving descriptions of life in such a different

But in order to change the all too readily heated in pre-literate societies. However thorough an those waves of spirit-orality beneath a thick ice- culture and clime. For above all, Alan was a
air of rhetoric into firm educational ground it is interrogation of our anthropological past might cap of literacy, and culture itself subsides into teacher and it was his claim that so much of
necessary to be prepared to dip into detail. That is be (see Martyn Rawson s illuminating article), smooth, soul-frozen, God-forsaken measurability. education could be given through storieswhat this issue of 5/emc/* £f/Mcar/o/i purports to that feat of imagination, as far as we literates are (Elizabeth Henderson describes in her article —geography, history, botany and even science—
do: both the detail to be found in the breadth of our concerned, cannot be short-circuited if we are to abundant energy of the growing stories which involved the child enthusiastically,
anthropological past, as well as the pin-pointed CA/jmcwe (not just observe, understand and child can be bridled and led towards the encouraging him to think creatively and logically
detail of what is going on in the heart, hand and think about) what their condition was—i.e. that acquisition of literacy skills.) and firing him to remember,
head of the six year-old writing his oc, p, X' • which we term orality. Thus, devising a method of introducing Alan grew up in Bristol in a working class
Here, starting externally from the point where But in the context of Waldorf pedagogy, it literacy that would adequately serve the family and was very aware of the wish and
Caroline Ritchie, from her wealth of classroom is not so much the man and woman of pre- incarnating ego, who is preparing to navigate determination of many of his contemporaries to
experience, very usefully places two approaches literate societies that is the point of focus, through literacy-driven modem life, was what 'better themselves'. He and Mary had both been
to the teaching of writing/reading side by side, philogenetically significant as that may be: it is Steiner clearly set out to do in August 1919 (see to Bristol University and then become teachers
we are concerned with literacy in its widest the child. Herein lies the remarkable nature of Brien Masters'article which sets forth an analysis and Alan, both in Bristol and later in Nottingham,
possible context. childhood. For it seems reasonable to assume that ofthe Waldorf approach). That'firm educational taught in the evenings in the Workers'

Permit me to start at a distance - albeit neither the amniotic sac that enwrapped an ancient ground' of the Waldorf curriculum and the Educational movement. One of his students—a
up in the air of rhetoric nor, as yet, down on firm Sumerian s foetus, or the crawling reflexes of a pedagogy by which it is taught has remained well-known heckler of hapless speakers on the
ground. little ten month-old Pharaoh-to-be, or the untoppled and un-tremored throughout the old Nottingham Square—was once heard to say.

In January earlier this year, I was sitting within increase in the iron content ofthe blood in the nine tectonic shifts of 20th century educational theory, "He's a really sound chap, that Alan Howard, a bit
a stone's throw of the Gulf of Finland (or should 1 year-old Julius Caesar... all find their echo in each even if those practitioners who built on its of a mystic but you can't have everything."
say a snowball's throw?). Finnish colleagues bambina/o today as s/he recapitulates the past. foundations may have felt somewhat alone and. For Alan had met Hans Heitler at Bristol
were somewhat devastated by the fact that a Moreover, the argument that current research at times (judging from the secondary literature— University who was both a scientist and an
"heat-wave" had boosted the local temperature strongly suggests (as it moves from the physical or lack of it), in the dark. anthroposophist, and he and Mary had become
up to -1 °C! If I am honest, I cannot claim to have into the metaphysical) is: curtail that ' Now, however, through the research that is keen students of Dr Steiner's The Philosophy of
shared in their devastation. My feelings lay recapitulation—by prematurely thrusting the spiralling into the vortex of literacy both Freedom. Alan was above all a thinker, and the
elsewhere. An ice-bound expanse of salt water for child from its native state of orality headlong into elaborated and referred to in this issue of Steiner 'Philosophy' was a book he studied for the rest of
an Englishman would be no small wonder at any literacy - and you not only guillotine orality ' Education, research within and without the his life, indeed it formed the basis of his life,
time; but just when waves of 50' high were but also risk maiming that very desirable state Waldorf movement, it seems timely both to Michael House was one of the first Steiner
threshing the Cornish coast (which was the wild of literacy you are seeking to establish. The recognise and celebrate the light that is being Schools in this country andAlan Howard was one
greeting with which the Atlantic was heralding in growing interest in cwergen/writing is an aspect shed on this crucial aspect of education Wacto/z of the first teachers in the 1940s. Steiner—or
the New Year), the contrast was hardly to be of that recapitulation that relates specifically to it—for the sake of all children, for the sake of Waldorf—schools had been closed by Hitler in
circumscribed by the average mind. Phrases like our theme of literacy (see Andrew Duncan's childhood itself, for the sake of contemporary Germany (as were later the schools in Eastern
'seeing is believing' simply shrivelled into article.) society and, not least, for the sake of future Germany by the communists) andAlan once said
n e g l i g i b i l i t y. B u t s u r e l y, o n e m i g h t a r g u e , w i t h t h e c h i l d i n g e n e r a t i o n s . h o w v e r y l i t t l e w r i t t e n m a t e r i a l b y e x p e r i e n c e d

A n y o n e w h o h a s h a d a n e a r - d r o w n i n g i t s ' v i r g i n ' o r a l s t a t e o f m i n d b e f o r e h i m , t h e q t e a c h e r s t h e r e w a s a t t h a t t i m e . E a c h t e a c h e r h a d
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to go back to the source of the education, to Dr
Steiner's own work, his lectures giving the
background to the cumculum, and realising his
great insight, work from that. Then the annual
Easter Teachers' Conferences were a very
important event where teachers could meet and
exchange ideas. Another important venture was
the beginning of the school magazines and the
.setting up of Child and Man, the magazine for all
Steiner schools. Alan was a keen supporter of
these and a regular contributor, even acting as the
Canadian representative in his later years.

Alan was a class teacher and took several
clas.ses through their eight years in the Middle
School. He was also a Religion Teacher and is
remembered by many former pupils for his
wonderful story-telling. The 'Curdie' stories by
George MacDonald were among his favourites
for the younger children for he found great
wisdom in them. Alan is remembered, too, for his
Advent stories. At Michael House it has long been
the custom on the first and subsequent Advent
Mondays for the whole school to meet in the Hall
seated round a suspended sphere, decorated in fir
with apples and signs of the Zodiac and candles,
and to sing the first Christmas carols and to hear a
Christmas story. For many years it was Alan who
told a story, one of his own creation, and many
years later when he lived in Canada these stories
were brought together in a book that other
children might also appreciate them.

Children were often in awe of Alan, and when
once a group of children, hoping for some fun, hid
in a cupboard while awaiting the coming of a

The text is from a verse
spoken by heart in

the morning:
"The sun says, 'Iglow, 7

The stream says, 7flow, 7
The plant says, I grow, 7

The covr says, 7 low, 7
And 'Man 'sa\s, 7 know.'

f U

more easy-going teacher, a shock spread through
the class when Alan appeared in the doorway
instead. He realised that something was amiss but
said nothing and proceeded to take his lesson as
planned while the boys huddled uncomfortably
and anxiously in their confined .space. At the end
of the lesson, Alan pulled open the doors of the
cupboard, helped them out onto thein feet, and
just looked at them. They still remember!

Alan made the school wood-work shop a very
.special place. He did a lot of his own carvings
there, both in wood and stone, and a lot of
thinking and contemplation so that the boys and
girls coming into the room, came into an
atmosphere of industry 'and creation and
themselves did some very good work there.

Alan and Mary were sadly missed when they at
last left Michael House to join their sons in
Canada. Alan worked to create the first Ste iner

School in Toronto—now cal led the Alan Howard
Steiner School—and then later moved to be near

his elder son, Roger, in Vancouver.
Our picture is of a tall man with a thinker's

forehead and dark eyes often twinkling with
amusement or quickly flashing fire, or deep in
thoughtfulness. I am sure those who were
fortunate enough to be taught by him will never
forget him and are left with a feeling of deep
respect.
F O O T N O T E
i Alan Howard was a member of ihe editorial team of

Steiner Education (then published under the title Child
and Man from 1954-1967). His contributions to the
magazine both as editor and as author were pithy,
perceptive, contemporary and original (See page 39
below).

The Uses of Orality
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by NORMAN SKILLEN

Last August in Cape Town I had the good fortune
to be given a class of 16 year-olds to 'experiment
with'. This was at Michael Oak Waldorf School.
Ostensibly my task was to take Class 10 through
the first part of a two-part main-lesson which at
this school carries the title of The Word, For me it
was a golden opportunity to try out various
accumulated insights into the nature of poetry. A
chief one among these is the fact that poetry
began long before the advent of writing. Indeed
Emerson, in a moment of supreme insight, goes
so far as to assert that "language ... is fossil
poetry", a statement which implicates poetry in
the very genesis and early development of
language itself. How was I to convey something
of the nature of this pre-alphabetic poetry to these
young people?

Well, we learnt a short poem in Old Irish, one
that through very simple means creates a strong
elemental atmosphere. Through this the pupils
were able to experience something of the primal
impact of pure sound, but we also noticed that the
whole feel of this poem seemed to place it in a
totally different 'mind-set' (I did not use this
term) from our own. Getting to grips with oral
poetry obviously implied developing a feel for
the oral mind.

This was approached in various ways. The
Uzbekistanian peasants studied by S. E. Luria in
1931/2 were a great help to me here. He worked
with groups of peasants who had not been
exposed to writing. In a typical example of what
he did, subjects were presented with simple
drawings of four objects and asked to find the odd
one out. Confronted with drawings of the objects
hammer, saw, log, hatchet, a typical reply was;
"They're all alike. The saw will saw the log and
the hatchet will chop it into small pieces. If one of
these has to go I'd throw out the hatchet. It doesn't
do as good a job as the saw." No coaxing on
Luria's part could bring these people to think in
what for us literates are elementary logical

categories. Their thinking was absolutely
situational and concrete, and this extended to all
areas of life-even the sense of self. Awareness in
these people seemed to be so bound into
communal and natural processes that Luria could
not induce them to talk in terms of what is second
nature to the literate mind: the private self. For
instance, asked, "What do you think of yourself?"
one man replied: "We behave well—if we were
bad people, no-one would respect us." Another,
when asked what sort of a person he was, replied:
"What can I say about my own heart? Ask others;
they can tell you about me. I myself can't say
anything".'

The class had great fun listening to the replies
of Luria's peasants, and it was a revelation to
them to realise that not being able to handle
'normal' logic did not imply stupidity, but a
radically different turn of mind. With an effort of
imagination, we were able to transpose this back
into the past and get some idea of the direct,
participatory awareness and the concrete
meanings that went into the making of ancient,
oral poetry.

Luria also discovered—and this has been
corroborated by many other investigators—that
even a small amount of literacy radically changed
this oral turn of mind. This was a question I faced
with Class 10 as well. Having looked at the state
of mind before writing,- how then to demonstrate
the change?

An experiment suggested itself. It seemed
worth trying. Next morning I began by telling
them a story, in as free and lively a way as I could.
This done, I handed out some photocopied sheets
of the beginning of the story and asked them to
read it. Before, there had been bright eyes,
laughter: now there were rows of bowed heads,
concentrated silence. When they had finished
there came two simple, but unexpected
questions: with the telling, where was the story;
with the reading, where was the story? In answer
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to the first question a girl (Helena) said,
"Everywhere!" and to the second question
another girl (Emma), pointing to her forehead,
said, "In here." Emma and Helena did not know it
but they were corroborating something which,
although it is one of the cardinal facts of human
culture, has had to wait until this century to be
fully recognised. The dawning of this key insight
goes right back to the work of Millman PaiTy,' and
building on his insights, there is now a broad
consensus around the principle that writing (i.e.
alphabetic writing) restructures consciousness.

In the light of this principle, orality—in the
sense of everything that belongs to a culture
without writing-and literacy appear as a major
polarity in human history (albeit history proper
only begins with the advent of literacy). Indeed,
since the invention of the alphabet, and the
associated technology of writing, history has in
many respects been the battleground between
these two poles, the civilised literates against the
'illiterate' barbarian hordes. We must be clear that
the invention of the alphabet itself was a unique,
macro-historic event, which took place in the
eastern Mediterranean between 1000 and 800
BC, and was associated with a change in
consciousness which ushered in the rise of Greek
culture. In other words, the invention itself was
the product of a change in consciousness, a
change that heralded the decline of mythic
sensibility and began to move towards abstract
thinking.-* In the words of Walter J. Ong, writing
"initiated ... the reduction of dynamic sound to
quiescent space, the separation of the word from
the living present, where alone spoken words can
exist".^ Once this technology was at large in the
world, it had the power to effect the change of
consciousness that originally produced it in any
culture it subsequently touched. At the hand of the
Greeks and then the Romans, many oral peoples
felt the painful touch of chirographic culture.
The Roman Empire can be seen as the
'alphabetisation', and with it the re-structuring of
the mind of Europe, while European colonialism
then took the same process world-wide.

So far we have two main points. Firstly, that
writing re-structures consciousness, and
secondly that in the struggle between orality and
literacy, the former always loses, since the style

of consciousness it represents is what is re
structured by literacy. The touch of literacy,
reducing "dynamic sound to quiescent space",
ultimately affects all areas of mental and cultural
life. To give some idea of the changes involved,
space only permits me to offer the following
(incomplete) comparative catalogue, though
much could be said about each category in it.

t h e o r a l m i n d t h e l i t e r a t e m i n d

mythic sensibi l i ty rat ional/historic
sensibility

situational thinking logical thinking
( t h e r i d d l e ) ( t h e s y l l o g i s m )

c o n c r e t e n e s s a b s t r a c t i o n

communal/rhythmic internali.sed/individual
m e m o r y m e m o r y

language as deed language as mirror of
thought

compulsive tr ibal / democracy
class ties

self experienced self experienced
through others through self

The battles between these two states of mind have
been hard fought over the millennia. In Britain the
formation of the English language is a story of
such struggles. The civilising, alphabetising
Romans were ousted by the oral Saxons (an
unusual reversal), who brought their 'word-
hoard' with them and built their culture around it.
But they were soon alphabetised by the return of
Christianity. The word-hoard then re-asserted
itself in a more northern guise with the invasion
of the Vikings. Once again, however, the pen
proved mightier than the sword, and, with the
coming of the Normans, literacy was finally
e s t a b l i s h e d i n t h e B r i t i s h I s l e s w i t h a b s o l u t e
ruthlessness. Notwithstanding, the Saxon/Viking
word-hoard still forms the core and the basic life
of the English language, in spite of the literary
accretions it has accumulated over the years.

The battle lines between orality and literacy
may no longer be drawn upon battlefields (at least
in Europe—in Indonesia, Brazil or Africa the
situation is likely to be different), but they still
exist. They have moved inside our minds, and
into the classroom. This, indeed, is part of the

general re-structuring that has taken place, but it
does not apply to infants. Every child is bom into
a state of radical orality, not only in regard to the
fact that it can only learn language as a deed i.e.
through hearing and speaking it, but also in regard
to all the other mental attributes of orality. In
terms of memory, cognitive ability and basic
sensibility, young children definitely belong to
the oral side of the polarity.^ They are in a state of
primary orality, and very soon they are to be
subjected to 'primary' schooling. How soon
should this happen? If we have due respect for the
value and function of orality in our culture and in
the life of each individual, it is only sensible to
allow its influence to persist in a suitable form for
as long as possible.^ It is by oral means—the
leaming of its mother tongue—that the cerebral
pathways a child will use for creative thinking
later in life are first laid down. It is clearly unwise
to disturb this process—one of the chief uses of
orality—by confronting the child too soon with
letters, the tools that reduce dynamic sound to
quiescent space. In Steiner schools, of course, we
know this all very well, so that once the child is in
school, great care is taken to make its passage into
the world of literacy a gentle, harmonious and
imaginative one. But what happens after that?
Learning the alphabet is not the end of orality,
either in the life or the individual or in the
educational process. Literacy may always win; it
may totally re-stmcture everything, but it does
not obliterate orality.

It lies in the nature of a polarity—of which
orality-literacy is a prime example—that the
poles radically complement each other in their
opposition. Now, it is clear that in school, literacy
has the upper hand. School is the product and
traditional servant of literacy. Its whole ethos—
from its typical architecture to its organisational
stmcture and pattems of required behaviour
(sitting still, keeping quiet etc.)—is determined
by literacy. But if orality is not given its rightful
place, the school will not be a wholesome
environment for children, and literacy will
ultimately suffer. In what way, then, can orality
complement literacy and thereby enliven
schooling?

The three-fold structure of the typical main-
lesson immediately comes to mind. In the middle

is the section usually involving writing. It is
flanked by oral activities: the section involving
rhythmic recitation, singing etc. at the start, and
the story section at the end. This sounds as if
orality takes up two thirds of a normal lesson; but
the question is: how oral is it? Are the children
simply learning and repeating texts, or are they
working on and with living language? Are we
reciting (please note the literate metaphor
concealed in this word!) because "this is what we
do in a Waldorf school", thus merely mirroring a
thought enshrined in the curriculum, or are we
actively in it, moving the children in body and
soul, thus using language as a deed? The same
goes for the story section at the end of a lesson.
Are we really telling a story, or are we speaking a
text? Anyone who has been in a play knows that
there is a world of difference between simply
obeying stage directions and really being in the
play. If the story is spoken but still "in here", then
we will simply be obeying Waldorf stage
directions; whereas if the story manages to be
"everywhere", then we will be "re-integrating the
origins" into the lives of our pupils. The narrative
curriculum, whereby the developing child can
regularly re-encounter the primary orality of its
own infancy and of earlier phases of mankind,
and is thus one of the main means by which this
primary orality, can be gradually transformed
into ... what? I would like to look at a few more
of the uses of orality before coming to that.

Within what I have here been calling the
literate part of the main-lesson, the inner battle
lines are felt most keenly. How much this tension
affects the children will depend on how well the
teacher copes with the inner struggle. An
example? Recently I have had the privilege of
taking part in the practical assessment of students
in the final year of their training at Witten-Annan.
This involves observing lessons prepared for the
occasion by the student. At a recent one in
Class 3, the main-lesson was on trades, and the
topic for the morning, the tailor and how he
measures things. The student-teacher in question
took great trouble to convey the concrete problem
of how the tailor measures cloth. Suggestions
immediately came from the children involving
various measuring devices. "No," they were told,
"I only have my own limbs." (The teacher was
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playing lailor.) This concrele fact was impressed
upon the children veiy dramatically. Hvenliially
they hit upon the cU as a unit of measurement. The
ells of various children were marked on the board.

They were all differeni. Then came the c|ucsiion:
how does the lailor cope if he wants to hand a Job
over to an apprentice who hasadifferenl-si/.edell
f r o m h i m s e l f ? T h e n i t s t a r t e d . T h e c h i l d r e n ,

completely absoibed by the concrele (oral)
situation, began suggesting all sorts of practical
solutions. Some of them were very ingenious,
and they all accepted the situation as it was in true
oral style. It quickly became clear, however, that
the teacher was after something else. All the
questions she asked from this point on related to
some way of solving the problem other than the
concrete suggestions offered by the children. She
was looking for some generalising concept,
having taken great trouble to block this out at the
beginning! After some minutes of frustration, she
finally came out with the word 'metre' herself.
This was a head-on collision between orality and
literacy. The university-trained literate mind (as
yet only slightly re-structured in Waldorf terms)
was unable to cope with the radical concreteness
of situation thinking and rushed forthe security ot
an abstract concept (in this case, the metre). The
lesson had actually been planned like this.
The student-teacher confessed afterwards to
experiencing extreme tension at this point in the
le.ssoii-and small wonder. For her i t also turned
out to be a very valuable learning experience. It
was a pity literacy had flattened orality quite so
drastically, for otherwise the text that eventually
emerged out of this process would have been
much more lively and interesting (and there
wou ld s t i l l have been mat te r the re fo r severa l
more similar lessons).

Another lesson I observed was in Class 8. The
m a i n - l e s s o n w a s p h y s i c s . t h e t o p i c ,
hydrodynamics. Apparatus was wheeled in: a
glass tank, a retort stand, a long rubber lube. The
tube was connected to a tap and then fixed over
the lank by means of a clamp on the stand. The
tank was one third filled with water. Then the tap
was manipulated until one drop of water slowly
formed at the end of the tube, expanded to its full
extent, and then fell. The pupils were asked to
come forward and observe th is . But what were

they supposed to perceive with eyes still at the
mercy of the everyday concept of a water-drop?
There was great potential for wonder here, if the
teacher had somehow managed to gel the class to
see a drop of water as if for the first time. This is
the moment when orality enters the science
lesson. The everyday altitude to water needed to
be overcome by a piece of strongly evocative,
concrete description which would set the
phenomenon off to its best advantage: the
dramatic tension around the phenomenon needed
to be heightened (this, of course, is all much more
easily said than done, but the nore at home the
teacher is in the world of orality. the easier it
will be).

In the event, thisexpci'iential side of things did
not figure mueh. as the teacher was intent upon
arriving at the concepts of the three different
Sirdmiin}>.sJormcn found in the movement of
water. He got his observations, and asked
questions that elicited the concepts, but the pupils
were then confronted with conceptual delinilions
with little in the way of experience to back them
up (and make liiem interesting and personally
relevant!) because literacy had once more
triumphed over orality. This is not meant as a
criticism of the studcni-lcacher. who was doing
his best, but simply to show just how strong the
spell of literacy is that it often works auto
matically. even when we arc trying hard to make
leaching experiential.

Thus it appears that tiie great paradigm set at
the beginning of tiie class teacher period, when
the children are lirst ca.sed out of the world of
orality towards the alphabet, must be repealed 'in
little' again and again in many different ways
through the whole course of school life.

The examples I have just given are two such
micro-events. They demonstrate how crucial it is
to be sensitive to the oral side of the great polarity,
if die concepts, which arc the goal of literate
schooling, are to be embedded in a background of
concrele experience, without which they will
have no life. If due attention is paid to this in
school, orality and literacy can be brought into
proper relation to each other, and the primary
orality of early childhood can gradually come to
form a living source of creativity in the young
individual. This transformed orality is nothing

other than the power of imagination itself. Thus
orality comes to be contained within the very core
of literacy, and its uses, a.s we know are manifold.
Anywhere the young person is asked to step into
the realm of the unknown—in art. in craft-work,
in sensory perception, in drama, in movement—
this iransfomied orality will be at work. But if
literacy is permitted to impede the process of
transformation too much along the way, it will
never attain its own full development.

Norman Skillen. horn in Belfast, studied ecology.
He is presently teaching English and drama at the
Witten-Annan Institute for Waldorf EOducation.

F O O T N O T E S
1 Quotations from Onilily and Liwracy • ilie

Tccliiiolof̂ izi'tg of the IVojirfby Waller J. Ong. Rou(led<!e
1 9 8 2 .

2 Here is meant alphabetic writing. I realise, of course,
that there was writing before the alphabet, and
associated with different cultures with different places

in the hislorj of consciousness, but it is the major change
that came with the alphabet that I am concerned with in
t h i s a r t i c l e .

3 In the 3()s he worked on Homer and discovered th;il the
Iliad and Odyssey are formulaic in structure, and that
this is a key element of all oral poetry.

4 It seems to lie assumed by writers on this subject that this
change was somehow an effect of literacy; but it seems
improbable thai the absiniciive power that went intt) the
making of the alphabet in the first place can have been
caused by the (non-existent) culture of writing.

5 Ong. op.cU.p.82.
6 I reali,se here that by implication I am comparing die

mentality of oral cultures with that ofa young child. Tlial
may he true, but the point is not how childish or child
like they are; the point is rather that they have, or had. a
style of consciousness which in some can be designated
■.ispariidpaiory. This our children siili have; what adult
participatory consciousness must have been like is only
accessible to us (if at all) through a supreme act of
imagination. We do know, however, that various
versions of it created some very high and refined
cultures. If the world still has fertile soils and viable
ecosystems, this is due in a high degree to the fact that
they were husbanded by participatory consciousness for
generations.

7 In this respect, the 9th/K)th year is considered a pivotal
point in Steiner's view.

A seventeen year-old. now for some lime traversing the road of literacy accessing again, via peoples rich in a
primal state of orality, her memories of the past and brings to birth new imaginative forces that will give btlo '̂anc\

to the future.
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Reading and Literacy:
Comparing the Steiner and the State Sector Approaches

by CAROLINE RITCHIE

When I qualified as a Primai'y school teacher in popularity, reputation and success of schools
the early seventies and took my first teaching job depended on good results since these were
in an inner city school, I was immersed in a published in school league tables. Thus teachers
liberal, child centred educational ethos. In the felt that they could no longer afford to wait for
eighties I experienced the key change of individuals to be'ready'before starting reading,
approach which was triggered by the introduction SteinerAValdorf schools, unlike those in the
of the National Curriculum. My current task is State sector are blessed with a stable curriculum,
that of class teaching in a Steiner school, a role The step towards literacy begin at the age of 6 plus
which requires a different form of engagement when the child enters Class 1. At this age the
with teaching and learning. children begin to lose their milk teeth, though this

This article draws on this experience of three is only one of the physical manifestations which
contrasting approaches to education in order to reflect deep inner changes in the being of the
focus on the teaching of reading and literacy. The child. To begin with more intellectual challenges
aspects to be considered are as follows: when to such as learning to read before these changes
start a child reading and how to prepare the would be harmful.
ground, the relationship between learning to read "If we force intellectual powers in the
and learning to write and, finally, what the child we arrest growth. . . certain organic
reading material should be. processes that tend outwardly to harden the

In Primary schools in the early seventies body are brought into play."'
pupils' 'reading readiness' was a familiar If we look at the structure of the areas of study in
concept. Teachers were persuaded by the the English National Curriculum we find that the
research of the day to wait for individual children subject is divided into four areas: reading,
to show signs of interest in reading, development writing, listening and speaking. These are all
of the spoken language and other specific skills taught in parallel.
before encouraging them to embark on the "Pupils abilities should be developed within an
activity of interpreting and decoding print. It had integrated programme of speaking and
been observed that if started too early, reading listening, reading and writing. Pupils should
tended to become tedious and demoralising for be given opportunities that interrelate the
some children who then experienced failure at a requirements of the Range, Key Skills, and
very early age: behaviour difficulties often English and Language Study sections."-
followed. Thus children were encouraged to In the pre National Curriculum days it was
develop skills at their own speed and this was generally felt that language development needed
consistent with the prevailing approach of to precede reading and writing, but no specific
i n d i v i d u a l i s e d l e a r n i n g . o r d e r w a s p r e s c r i b e d . I n c o n t r a s t , i n t h e

In the eighties, with the introduction of the SteinerAValdorf approach, the order of events is
National Curriculum, great changes took place; very specific. Speaking and listening are
teachers were now obliged to produce as many fundamental to life in the Kindergarten, where
readers and writers as possible, performing at the children listen to the narrative of their
level 2 in Key Stage 1 (age 6 plus). The teachers' fairytales and develop their spoken

language through the drama of their own
imaginative play, through the rhymes and poetry
of ring time and through all the myriad of
activities that make up a Kindergarten day. Then
they come to Class 1 (at 6 plus) and learn to write,
and from that writing comes reading.

'Physical activity should precede intellectual.
When the child learns to write... he is living
more in the element of will, of movement, than
in that of the intellect, and this accords with his
na tu re . ' ^

Before the National Curriculum 'pre reading
skills' were considered to be very important in the
education of 4 to 6 year-olds.

"Pre reading comprises all the many activities
used to develop the attitudes and skills that the
children will need before the reading process
can begin . . . For those who have difficulty
through early confrontation with books,
progress through the Infant school is a constant
war of attrition with the printed word.""*

Pre reading included activities such as sorting,
classifying and matching by size, shape, colour or
texture (developing visual discrimination),
listening to stories (knowing that books
contain stories and that print conveys meaning),
reciting nursery rhymes (developing auditory
discrimination) and playing finger games
(developing manual dexterity).

In a Steiner Kindergarten children also spend
their time engaging in 'pre-literacy skills
practice'. They sort and match shells and stones,
they experience the texture of an infinite variety
of natural materials, they experience narrative
daily in the deepest, most significant way through
stories told, they develop their spoken language
through puppets, they draw, they paint, they
develop fine motor control through sewing,
baking and finger rhymes... the list is endless.

Wi th the Nat iona l Cur r icu lum such ac t i v i t ies
were still considered to be important but were
firmly given to the Nursery schools and reception
classes to carry out with the under fives, so that
the Primary schools could get on with the
'important' work of "getting them reading as
soon as possible".

There are places where the National
Cur r i cu lum and the S te ine rAVa ldo r f cu r r i cu lum
are not so divergent. One of the first attainment

targets in the teaching of reading Key Stage 1
level 1 is "reading from known texts"; the first
reading of the child in the SteinerAValdorf school
is of a known text that they have written for
themse l ves .

"Reading should initially be a conscious
affirmation of what they know."^

The difference is in the timing, when do they do
it? At the age of 5 or at the age of 7?

The next question to be addressed is what do
the children learn to read? In the seventies most
schools worked from graded reading schemes. In
the eighties 'real' books were used far more. The
cr i ter ia for choice would inc lude the ch i ldren 's
interest (as perceived by the adult), fiction and
information books, books with cartoon illustrations,
classics, simplified classics as well as beautiful
books by good authors and illustrators. The message
was 'it doesn't matter what they read as long as
they read'.

In the SteinerAValdorf school the approach is
different. Writing comes before reading. Thus
reading is taught from the children's own writing
and this writing is beautiful, the letters are well
formed because the child is old enough to do this.
The task is age appropriate. The first words that
the child reads are known to the child, they will be
significant and can be read with reverence, for
example: GOD MADE THE SUN. The child can
read these words with confidence.

For the first year reading and writing are inter
twined. The child writes, and reads what he/she
writes. The writing is done initially using block
capital letters, the letters having been taught
individually using archetypal pictures drawn,
say, from fairytales. This use of capitals is an area
where the Steiner/Waldorf teacher stands alone.
The view of the State sector is that the children

should begin with lower case letters as these are
the ones that they will mainly come across in their
reading of books. The Primary school teacher is
often exasperated with the parent who has
unwittingly taught the child to write his/her own
name in block capitals.

"Reading is taught from the children's writing.
This does not limit what they might read.
The children leam to read whole sentences
before focusing on individual letters and
words. " '^
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In ihe Slciner/Waldorl" school. Class 2 (age 7
plus) is ihe lime when ihe children will begin lo
read from primed books, both graded readers and
" r e a l ' b o o k s . N o w t h e S i e i i i e r AVa l d o r f t e a c h e r
has the task of linding books with beauty and
significance and lo steer away from the banal and
ihe inappropriate which fioods ihe educational
and commercial market, many teachers make
iheir own books.

I n c o n c l u s i o n , w e c a n s e e t h a t w h a t
dilTerenliaies the Sieiner approach is the
undersianding of child development which
precludes ihe tcachingoflileracy.skills before the
change of teeth and insists on the engagement of
the will activity of writing before the more
•passive activity' of reading. When, as a Sieiner
class teacher, I look at my class in our fifth year
together (ages 10/11) and reflect on the journey
towards literacy that we have shared. I see agroup
of children who love books and reading. They
share their pleasure, discuss books, read silently

to themselves and aloud to each other. They
embarked on the journey together when, as a
group, they were ready in iheir whole being. And
the journey continues...

Caroline liitchie is class teacher of Class 5 at
Michael Hall, a Rudolf Steiner School in Sussex,
England.

R E F H R E N C E S :
1 Rudoll' Sieiner T/ie New An of Echication London:

Anthrapo.sophicjil Press, quoicd by Earl Oglelree
"Scluxii Readiness: One Dcvciopnienlal View" in Chile!
cimtMuu vol.24 no.2 p.31.

2 National Curriculum - HM:JO - Key Stage 1 Pragramme
ol'Study p.4.

3 Roy Wilkinson Rmtolf Sieiner on Eeti icai ioi i . A
Compendium Stroud: Hawthorn Press p.89.

4 Christopher Walker Teaching Pre-reading Skilis Ward
Lock Educational p.9.

3 Manyn Rawson & Brien Ma.slers Towards Creative
Teaching Fore.si Row: Steiner Schools Fellowship
Publications p.44.

6 I b i d .

An episode drawn, and written about, from a .sioiy in Cla.s.s I (6/7 year-olds), .showing thai the scene is experienced
at least as strongly by the child in terms of 'picture'—the child's lingering oral powers—as by its emerging faciiliv

of literacy.

Form Drawing: a subject begun already in the first term at .school (.see article on pp. 14-17)
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Move Along Please!
The Need for Movement in the Teaching of Literacy

by ELIZABETH HENDERSON

Within the space of two months, I recently read What's the best time?
two very contradictory articles on literacy in our As teachers in SteinerAValdorf schools, we have
newspapers. The first was an article on the implem- many indications given to us by Rudolf Steiner
entation of le graphisme, a French method of about when and how to introduce reading and
teaching literacy which had been researched by a writing. Repeatedly one reads of the need to wait
Kent State-school teacher.' This very successful until the child is in her seventh year before
method involves the extensive use of physical beginning formal schooling, especially such
education and music to encourage young children things as literacy and numeracy. We are given
to move rhythmically while running and walking strong cautions too about beginning such things
shape patterns. Once this has been established, too early as the child needs her formative forces
children are taught cursive handwriting which the in those early years to establish a sound, physical
French believes frees the child to develop creative body. Making too many demands on the young
written expression. The Kent school involved has child could simply rob her of these vital forces
had such great success withthat they and, later, in her middle years, this would
are inundated with visitors desperate to experience manifest as a sclerosis in the body. ̂  With these
the method for themselves. This method bears thoughts resonating in our soul we class teachers
resemblance to that used in SteinerAValdorf schools. turn to methodology. The key to this lies in

The second article referred to reported on the movement. The most important thing is to bring
British Government's latest attempt to attain its the whole being into movement and, only
literacy and numeracy targets by allowing State afterwards, proceding to the single parts."'
school teachers to "focus on delivering a core Today, current theories in neurology and
curriculum of English, maths, science and information occupational therapy affirm what Steiner
technology" by "reducing to a bare minimum such indicated in the 1920's. Namely, that the more
minor subjects as history, geography, art, music dextrous the child is with fingers, hands and feet,
and physical education"-(The italics are mine.) the better the cognitive centre in the brain

Isimply couldn't believe my eyes: literacy and develops and the child's ability to learn is
numeracy targets to be achieved with minimal strengthened.
physical education and music. The Government A young baby goes through a whole process of
obviously doesn't know that music and maths are movement development, which begins in the
inextricably linked, as maths is music for the womb and doesn't end until approximately the
mind, and music is maths for the soul. They also ninth year. This process is often refeiTed to as
don't know that speaking arises out of walking, ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny: meaning that
and that thinking develops out of speaking. That each individual's development repeats that of the
is, that movement is essent ia l . whole species. This pr inc ip le is c lear ly out l ined

I related my frustrated thoughts to a friend by Joan Salter when she describes the plant, fish,
some days later, and she replied: "If your methods bird, reptile and quadruped phases which precede
are so good and successful why is it that an the young child's ability to stand and attain
Englishteacherhadtogoallthe way to France to mastery of space.'' Through exploration, the
discover le graphisme, and why is it that hundreds young child develops a sense for space or spatial
of teachers are queuing up at the door of the Kent orientation, and attempts to master it. Movement
State-school and not yours?" Ooh la la! development does not end here, however, and

much has to be established before we can expect
a child to sit down and write.

Before a child can walk, she goes through a
phase of reciprocal crawling. This means the left
hand and right leg move together, and vice versa.
This criss-cross movement helps the two sides of
the body to become co-ordinated, and crosses the
midline which separates right from left. After
this, a child begins to establish a preference for
using one side of the body over the other. The
majority of people use their right hand, foot, ear
and eye in preference to their left. A small
minority (about 4%) prefer to use their left side.'
Establishing a dominant side is an important step
in a child's development, and a very human step.
The whole principle of dominance is an aspect of
the development of the human ego.

"Every time we are involved in sense
perception, we perceive the world from two
sides, from left and from right. And to the fact
t h a t w e h a v e t h e s e t w o d i r e c t i o n s o f

perception, left and right, and bring them
together - to this fact we owe our Ego nature as
human beings. Throughout the whole realm of
human perception, there is always this
crossing of right and left in the middle. The
whole art of life consists in finding a true
balance between left and right."̂

Our sense of balance and our sense of self-
movement (proprioception) are also developed
over this time until finally the child can sit still
and think.® The brain is no longer needed to
monitor the body, and the cortex to the brain is
freed for thinking and learning.

But what of the cautions about beginning too
early? Neurologists tell us today that the
myelination, or insulating, of the nerve fibres
is not complete until the child is in her fifth
year. Perhaps this helps us to understand the
possibility for sclerosis if we interfere and rob
the child of her vital forces during this very
important time.

Steiner attributes all this development to the
work of the etheric forces, and this, he tells us, is
freed from its tasks on the physical body at the
time of the change of teeth, and can be used later
pedagogically. We utilise the forces of our etheric
or time body when we use movement in our
lessons and lay the foundation for literacy and
n u m e r a c y.

The path to writing
Writing, through its very nature, is a task which is
more active than reading. It engages the whole
body. However, before writing can be introduced,
the child has to first develop a living relationship
to patterns. This can be brought about through
imaginative pictures but has to be moved as well
in order to anchor the patterns in the child's
memory through rhythmically repetitive
m o v e m e n t .

In Steiner's Ilkley course on education^, we are
given three golden rules for the development of
m e m o r y :

1. Concepts burden the memory
2. An artistic and imaginative presentation

builds up the memory
3. Active involvement anchors the memory

Children can walk patterns in the playground,
trace them through the sand in the sand-pit, draw
them in the air, paint them and finally draw them
on large sheets of paper. A relationship to the
straight line and the curve is developed through
the child's kinaesthetic sense.

Eurythmy can be used effectively in develop
ing a relationship to form and pattern as it is
inextricably linked to form drawing. When
we look at a book of form drawing, we see as
picture of eurythmy come to rest. Conversely,
when we move forms in eurythmy, form drawing
has been enlivened and freed from its page in
the book.

The introduction of block capitals flows easily
from the new living relationship to dynamic
forms bom of the straight line and the curve.
Cursive script has to wait a little longer until the
child's spatial sense is more refined and her fine
motor movements more contro l led.

Cursive script gives the child an experience of
beauty. Even the child who has mild learning
difficulties can produce a beautiful page of
writing. Cursive script also gives the child a
relationship to the whole word, and this is an
important key to spelling. Children at this stage
take enormous pleasure in writing carefully, just
like the monks who long ago devoted their lives
to scribing and illuminating the Word of God.
'The pen is the tongue of the hand — and a fine
hand is as eloquent as a beautiful voice."
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The Tower of Babel (above), painted by an 8 year-old. When Nimrod deacendedfrom the mighty tower that he had had
consirncted. the arrow that he had sent heavenwards aho descended—.smitvhed with blood. Henceforth, universal

speech no longer united people with common understanding.

16

I ' i m e s P a s t

Sudly today ihc class teacher experiences more
and more children entering school with theirniovc-
mcnl developineni incomplete. The perceptual
system is tuned to the dynamics of movement,
and cognitive ahiliiies are rellecled in movement;
conscc|iienlly. these cliildren are not ready for
Iciirning, The "ripeness for learning' once taken
for granted is diminishing and wc can see why
when we look at how we lead our lives today.

Traditional street games such a skipping,
bounce ball and hopscotch, which all aided a
child's movement development have been
usurped by the TV and computer games.
Traditional household tasks which helped
integrate both sides of the body, such as kneading
the bread, sweeping, wringing out clothes,
stirring the pot, are all dying out as technology
and ready-made meals take ovei". Children are
surrounded by signs which inhibit their attempts
to move: "No Ball Games', "No Cycling', "Do
Not Climb the Trees". The pale faces and llaccid
limbs of today's children arc testament to this
drive towards inertia and in our visually-
orientated society, the couch-potato begins to
reign supreme.

How can we open the door to learning?
It is imperative that we help children to come to
their .senses and their ability to move. In
S t e i n e r A V a l d o r f e d u c a t i o n w e h a v e t h e

possibility of working with twelve senses." (See
diagram on p.22.)

Our .senses enable us to know the world. Senses
1 to 6 help us to know our body, and provide us
with certainty. Senses 7 to 12 help us to explore
beyond ourselves. The movement involved in
dymimic form-drawing employs many of our
senses; vestibular (monitoring our balance),
hearing (listening to tcacher'.s instructions),
proprioception (monitoring and regulating our
sense of self-movement), touch (feeling contact
with the door. sand, playground), thinking
(where do I go next), ego (1 am doing this well).

Utilising as many senses as possible gives
every child, but especially the ones with learning
dilTiculties. the chance to develop a living

relationship to form and patterns. Wc can help
iho.se with difHculties further by trying to ensure
they spend some time in a small group, or in aone-
to-one setting working with curythmy therapy,
extra lesson exercises.'- horse-riding therapy and
spatial dynamics exercises.

Read on
II lorm-drawing can be viewed as eurythmy
come to rest then the written word itself can be

similarly viewed as language and thought come
to rest. Whole books, then, are pages containing
dead thoughts printed in black ink on while paper
- dead, that is, until the reader, using her will and
imagination brings them back to life. Then they
are free once again to live dynamically.

II we want children to have access to culture in
the form of the written word, and to be able to
express themselves creatively, then wc had better
move, move, move along please!

Iponderon these two newspaper articles again.
I guess it will take more than a ride tlirough the
Channel tunnel to impress on the Government the
need for movement, but maybe a short journey to
their SteinerAValdorf School would help.

Having studied education at the University of
Edinburgh. ElizcdJeth Henderson .started
teaching in a State school in 1979, moving into
Waldorf education in 1983. She now leaches
Class 3 in the Aberdeen Waldorf School. Her
.special interests are in music and remedial
educa t i on .
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What's the Problem?
Sleiner Educational Theory and the Teaching of Literacy

by BRIEN MASTERS

ll all siHinds so simple: leach tlie letlcrs via a
picture. For inslaiice. lake the oli-qiioied
example: from ihe scene in the fairy story in
which ihe king strides out to battle against evil,
with one arm raised and sword in hand - from this

'picture' of the upright king striding out, derive
the letter 'K'. And so on. This, in brief, is what
Steiner's advice regarding the introduction to
literacy boils down to.

" B o i l s d o w n ' i s a b o u t i t . T h e t h i m b l e f u l o f

liquid left in the pan in which the boiling debate
on literacy is taking place is on a par—though
inverted—with the "tip of the iceberg' concept.
But the huge clouds of controversial steam let off
over the teaching of literacy, as 1998 exploded
into educational history, reached not only Titanic
proportions but would seem in some educational
quarters as similarly treacherous. Disastrous if
one lakes seriously some of the statements
reported in the press.'

A shopping list of the points at issue might be a
useful starting point to the enquiry.

• When should literacy be taught?
• Is it purely arbitrary whether we talk about

'readingandwriting'or'writingandreading'?
• In the English language (and in other

written languages that use Roman script)
what pedagogical weight should be given
to upper and lower case letters?

• Where does orality fit into the picture?
• Can consonants and vowels .simply be

lumped together?
• What is the psychology involved in the

whole process?

And there are no doubt other questions that would
add fuel to the fire that is keeping the literacy
controversy at boiling point.-

In his consideration of such questions, Steiner
comes across as emphatic, more emphatic, in
fact, than the average literate Westerner would

probably consider warranted. For initially, such a
Westerner regards the acquisition of literacy as
mere child's play-a minor educational matierihai
is soon dispensed with in the first years—year,
e v e n — a t s c h o o l . I t i s t h e r e f o r e a l l t h e m o r e

interesting that such a taken-Vor-granicd matter as
literacy was given-and has retained-such a high
profile in the Waldorf 'method'.

Rather than simply going down the above
points in check-list fashion, I shall begin by
outlining the first steps of the Waldorf 'method',
continuing with a commentary in which I shall
attempt to characterise the psychology behind the
learning process—both of teacher and pupiL

(i) The teacher, embarking on the first main-
lesson on literacy, organises schedule,
preparation, lesson plans and classroom
management for the coming day/days:

(ii) the teacher selects finst a handful of
consonants* that she is going to leach,
and determines the sequence in which
this is to happen;

(iii) the teacher fathoms what she considers to
be the essential quality of the sound
represented by each con.sonani;

(iv) the teacher formulates an image, the
inner ge.v7///-e of which is in harmony with
that .sound quality;

(v) the teacher creates a stor>' in which the
image that she has formulated—perhaps
the .sound is personified in some way -
plays a central part;

(vi) the teacher tells the story to the class;
(vii) the children re-tell the story the next day

in class;

(viii) teacher followed by children draw a
picture, probably .starling with the
'personified'elemenl fairly well prescribed:

(ix) the teacher extracts from the picture the
/c/Zer gesture which teacher and children
then 'draw';-*'

(x) the children, guided once more by
the teacher, familiarise them.selves
with the letter by moving (walking,
hopping, skipping...) the form; or by
recognising it in script as used for
instance on the label beside each of the
children's coal pegs; or by coming up
with words which contain the sound in
question e.g. B > bird, S & T > star.
K > kangaroo, R > run, red, ramp,
Rapimzel (they have just heard the
Grimms' story), irascibility (the googly
bowled by the precocious child who
learnt to read well before entering the
Waldorf Kindergarten!) etc.;

(xi) the children "discover' the sound/letter—
and any new letters—while writing
poetiy or passages of literature that (in

the first place) they have learnt to recite in
c h o r u s ;

(xii) the children rm/what they have written.

From the above initial steps (a descending
llight?), it isclear that not only is the starting point
the teacher (i)-(vi), but that much has to happen
before the children even become dimly aware
that they may be on the road to literacy—
essentially (ix) though the penny is likely to drop
sooner, after the first consonant has been taught in
this way. Moreover, it is clear that the teacher's
powers of creativity are brought into full play:
fathoming the essential quality of a sound.
formulating an image, creating a story, narrating
it, r/wn mg a picture (iii)-(vi)& (vii)-(viii).

Here are a) outwardly active skills—(vi)-(viii)
drawing and story-telling—which are part of the

An 18 year-old's painting ofpeers in the school library, revealing sonielhing of the underlying leniperanicni (see also
article on pp.32/33): Red is already 'stuck in' with an ambitious pile of books waiting lobe 'devoured': Yellow, after
only the first .sentence, is already prompted to relate an anecdote: Green, unperturbed, is intent on systematically
checking every detail, as listed in the table of contents: and Blue, ill at ea.se. hesitates le.sl there he a better vol time for

his purposes, .still to be discovered on the shelf!
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Waldorf teacher's bread and butter; and b) skills
that call on more inward, "higher' creative
f a c u l t i e s { i i i ) - ( v ) . T h e s e d e s e r v e f u r t h e r
c o m m e n t .

The ability to convey such images from
teacher-story-teller to pupil-story-hearer needs
practising already during teacher training, as
Latree asserted long ago, in order that the student
teacher comes further than "relating things in a
dry, nondescript fashion. They have to learn to
use picture language and figures of speech. The
statement, "the giant was terribly tall' does not
convey much to a small child... [whereas] 'the
giant was so tall that his head touched the clouds,'
[enables the child to paint a picture in his mind's
eye]."''

Thus the story-teller is inspired by an image
(e.g. swan) the word for which is, in turn, inspired
by the initial sound 'S'. This means that, in the
telling of the story the sound (the 'musical' side of
the art) and image will have an even more
intricate relationship than usual, echoing
something of the process that has had to
take place at the point where the teacher moved
from the consonantal sound to the 'thing'
(from 'S' to swan (ii) & (iv). The teacher of the
parallel class on the opposite side of the corridor
may, of course, have moved from the sound'S' to
snake or sand or (in France) salut. (These
examples are chosen, partly at random, of course,
but also partly with the idea in mind to derive
form from movement: the snake slithering
through grass, the stream left by the receding tide
in the sand, the waving arm of friend to friend as
t h e t w o o f t h e m m e e t i n t h e G a r d d u N o r d
in Paris.)

Further, with the above at the back of her mind,
the way she pronounces the initial letter of swan
whenever it occurs during the story will assist the
child in connecting his picture-making faculty
with the realm of the inspiring sound.

This fusing of the image which the story
invokes in the child's mind with the sound of the
word (SSSnake) is made firmer by the drawing
that follows (vii) & (ix). Despite the fact that the
drawing will probably first be done using a soft
wax crayon, the form of the letter will be rigid
compared with the living image of the picture
created first in the mind's eye and the movement

of the two curves (anticlockwise and clockwi.se
yet continuous) of the 'S'.

Nor is the intervening stage—between (vi) and
(viii)—a mere Waldorf formality. For it is self-
evident, though not nearly sufficiently
acknowledged with all its pedagogical
implications, that the child'sj verbal/oral
attainment precedes that of writing and reading
by a long chalk. In this connection, as a significant
element in the acquisition of language, a key
point in the Waldorf 'method' is the so-called
recapitulation. This consists of the pupils'
verbal response on 'day two' to the teachers
expo.se on 'day one', life, in an oral-aural-oral
way the gaining of a fluent means of expre.ssion
in the mother tongue is part of the foundation

upon which literacy is built. This process
already begins with the first oral communication
of teacher to class on the first day of school
(in the Kindergarten orality taking a slightly
different course) and is continued throughout
the pupils' twelve years, in a sequence of
narratives of many genres that are rich in
themselves and which offer the story-teller—
and, th rough the Waldor f p rac t i ce o f
recapitulation, the story-re-teller—a wealth of
literary opportunities.

Nor is the wealth of linguistic experience only
to be found in the above process of story-telling.
The common Waldorf practice of the whole class
speaking poetry in choral recitation (xi) is,
perhaps, even more pertinent—insofar as it could
be said that a poet's use of language is even more
potent than most class teachers would claim their
story-telling skill to be. Some may find this point
debatable. It need not, however, become a
stumbling block: both oral activities are
invaluable in the context of the child's acquisition
of literacy, irrespective of which may be
considered superior.

Thus, every recapitulation by pupils of the
episode narrated by the teacher the previous day,
and every choral recitation, may be said to top up
the reservoir of verbal skill to overflowing so that
the more arid activities of writing and reading—
arid in the early stages, at any rate—can be
irrigated more adequately.

The above notwithstanding, stages (i) to (vii)
are not the only stream that flows into

drawing/writing the letter—stage (ix). In broad
Steinerian terms they principally involve the
child s 'soul and spirit' nature. Another vital
stream involves a different member of the child's
constitution: this is what Steiner termed the
organisation of formative forces (and similar
expressions: life forces, ether 'body'...). He saw
this member of the human constitution as having
a close link mth form. We now, therefore, turn to
the form element in writing and reading which is
what Steiner considered furthest removed - more
so with lower than with upper case letters - from
those creative realms with which we have so far
predominantly been concerned.

To nurture the child's connection with form we
find in the curriculum a subject which is as
innovative, pedagogically speaking, as eurythmy:
form-drawing. With this, introduced right at the
beginning of Class One, Steiner intended the
pupils to experience as strongly as possible/orm
for form 'j sake. But although it begins as form for
form's sake, it doesn't end there: one branch,
growing from the main stem of form-drawing, is
precisely that shaping of the letters with which we
are concerned. Here we find another dimension to

script. The graphic expression for the sign varies
from script to script (e.g. the Greek n and the
Roman R.. are both signs for the same sound; or,
as a corollary, the written letter P sounds as 'P' in
Roman script (as in 'poppy') and as 'R' in
Russian script (as in the Russian word 'rouble').
Here is clearly some diversity regarding the
perception of sound and imagery.

A feeling for the dynamic of language, on the
other hand, can be traced back to cultures such as
are represented by the ancient Babylonians with
their arrow-head script. Eileen Hutchins, who

^ was founder of Elmfield School, Stourbridge,
takes up the contrast between this and the
Egyptian hieroglyph in her account of an Upper

^ School main-lesson in Class 10. "To [the
Babylonian] the world was not a picture but a
power. They conceived of the word as a winged
messenger who was able to bless or curse, to
inspire or condemn. From this time onward, we
can t race the contrast between those forms in

literature which call upon visual experience and
those which express movement and the activity
of the wi l l . " '

When Steiner encouraged the first group of
Waldorf teachers to go out into public life and
speak about the Waldorf 'method'"̂  of teaching
writing and reading (n.b. the more active
followed by the more pa.ssive), and when we take
into account all the above intricately woven web
ot support for the learning of the first letters, we
can only assume that Steiner must have felt a lot
was at stake. Whatever the stakes must have been
can perhaps best be characterised by the contrast
between life and death. All that preceded reading
—here represented by the first eleven stages-
was imbued with colour, movement, life,
imagination, inspiration, dynamic form, vibrant
orality...

In general, the child's nature is one that
sparkles with life at all levels. In the above pre-
reading activities in which the child participates,
whether actively or passively, it seems as though
Steiner is suggesting a 'method' that provides
something of a psychological immunisation
against that which is absolutely opposite to the
sparkle of childhood: the dance of death - in this
case, the death of the word, frozen into print.
Moreover, the forces preserved by that
immunisation are the very forces needed when—
all in good time—the child will 'resurrect' the
lifeless word, through active reading. Without
that, not only will the libraries be in danger of
becoming empty—or browsing on the Internet
start to pall—the meaning of life may suffer the
same fate.

With a background of many years in Steiner
education, Brien Masters is Director of the
London Waldoif Teacher Training Seminar and a
Settior Research Fellow at the Roehampton
Institute of the University of Surrey.

F O O T N O T E S
1 see Judd, Judith, 'Children sent to formal schooling too

early, says minister,' in The Independent 9 December
1997, in which she quotes a speaker at a Fabian Society
seminar, who remarked: "...there is a growing body of
evidence that we have got it badly wrong:" and ̂ en
went on to pose: "Is there a link between poor literacy
and forcing kids to start too young?"

2 The two-year research project, carried out by Professor
Josef Nagy, a Hungarian educationist, which perhaps
did more than anything else to spark off the present
controversy, was broadcast on BBC Channel 4's
Dispatches on 29 January 1998.

3 In the main, I shall try and do this—at the risk of being
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fimibeiMimc or even "wordy"—wiihoui rceoursc to
iccliniciil lenns iphunenies. gni|iliemes...). in order to
make the arjiumem more aeeessible to the non-
speeiaiisi. By lliis. tin hope is also that the psychology
that I am attemptinfi tt)delitieale and e\ aluale will stand
out m bolder relicr.

riioti^h the Waldor!' "tnethod" of teaching vrnvels may
resemble that ol teaching consonants, in essence it is
distinct. It will suffice, Itowever. if the present article
confines itself to consonatils,
C.r. Ritdolf Steiner tin drawing-painting the letters in

Lecture 5 "Writing and Reading" in Pnu iual Omsi for
7t'<«7jf/'.v (Stuttgart 26/8/19).
Lafree. M.U. A.. "On learning how to tell stories' in ChiU
ami Man June 1949 pp.2.^-2S.
Hiilchins. E.M.. "Language and Literature for the
Adolescent" in Chihl ami Man vol.4 (new series) no.7
iy.l '>pp.9-l4.
I am sticking like a limpet to retain "method" in single
quotes in order to help defend against any feeling of non-
creativity t»r unyielding prcscripliveness at the chalk-
face. that might otherwise be attached to thJ term.

^ y ' r i

f
■ • )
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t l . ■ ■ r . . ■■ - r . -

The Hebrew lelieraleph (nrirwnfivin righi to left—see ank le on pp..U/39). at the point where the 6/7year-old child
becomes acquainted with the 'abstract' fonn of the letter—less abstract, it could be ar}{ued. in ancient Hebrew

script—partly through repetition.

I
i
Ti

I

M . I d f t

r
f

- V . . . .

Abore: 'the ^oose that laid the
yolden e}{^ 'may have been the
.stoiy introdiicinft this letter 'G
drawn by a 6 year-old. Below: in
Class 5 (10/11 year-olds) a vast
sweep of ancient histoiy forms
one or man' of the tnain-lessons.
In this drawing, an upper border
of hieroglyphs has been included.
See also p.30 for a .sample of
cuneiform writing.
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Writing and Cultural Memory
by MARTYN RAWSON

The developmeiu of writing has rightly been The fundamental difference between literate
termed one of the hallmarks of civilisation. and pre-literate societies in their ahitude to their
Writing provides human beings with a medium of surrounding environment can be formulated as
thought and communication which transcends follows: for literate peoples, the phenomenal
the limitations of time, .space and complexity. It world is primarily experienced as 'It'; in pre-
enables such socially crucial activities as record literate peoples and most ancient societies, the
keeping, preserving knowledge, communicating world was experienced as 'Thou', it was
over distance, accounting and various other experienced as being, literacy, and the cultural
aspects of efficient administration as well that forms that stem from the use of complex written
most treasured gift, literature. With the language, brings with it an intellectualisation of
development of writing, the nature of human experience, a distancing which enables
society changed in fundamental ways. These generalisation and a conceptualisation which is
changes heralded and indeed brought about a potentially objective and dispassionate. The
major shift in human consciousness. relationship to 'Thou' is essentially personal and

One of the significant characteristics of what therefore unique. The experience of the world is a
has traditionally been called civilisation, is an participator one. It is a relationship, a dynamic
increasing tendency for people to experience reciprocal relationship. The consciousness of
nature as something outside and separate from pre-literate peoples has been aptly described by
human society. Pre-literate societies, on the other the pre-historian Prof. Henri Frankfort as
hand, tend to have a mythopoeic consciousness follows:
which experiences the world and human society
as an integrated whole. As societies became "The world appears to primitive man neither as
larger, more centrally organised and more inanimate nor empty, but redundant with life;
dependent on technology, they increasingly found and life has individuality, in man and beast and
the balance with nature difficult to maintain. This plant, and in every phenomenon which
also often led to competition and conflict with confronts man - the thunderclap, the sudden
other societies over the issue of resources. Such shadow, the eerie and unknown clearing in the
societies came more and more under pressure and woods, the stone which suddenly hurts
the need to maintain themselves called for ever him when he stumbles while on a hunting trip,
stronger bonds of social cohesion. Establishing Any phenomenon may at any time face him ,
and maintaining cultural identity became a major not as 'It' but 'Thou'. In this confrontation,
preoccupation for early civilisations. Usually this 'Thou' reveals its individuality, its qualities, its
identity was an expression of how the people in will. 'Thou' is not contemplated with
question experienced their origins and how they intellectual detachment; it is experienced as
related to their environment. Such world views life confronting life, involving every faculty of
were formulated in mythic form and incorporated man in a reciprocal relationship."'
into the religious activities associated with them.
The origin of writing did not mean the end of Mythopoeic consciousness may not stimulate
myth but it did mean that myth gained a different philosophical speculation but it does call for
value once it was written down and became reassurance about fundamental human concerns
literature; and new means had to be found to such as procreation, life and death. Where we
retain the socially cohesive functions that myths have come from and what becomes of us beyond
had for a given people. the threshold of death, have been human concerns

since Palaeolithic times, as evidence of burial ceremonial objects. Such rites are often
rites clearly demonstrates. People in pre-literate performed in specific places at given times. Time,
cultures sought to retain stability and security in place and object are all bearers of memory. The
the reciprocal relationship with the powers they example of the Australian Aborigine songlines is
encountered in the world around them. And these eloquent of this. By making the dreamtime
powers thamianifest themselves in nature were journey through the physical land.scape, the
also experienced as forces active within the participant recreates his or her people's
human being and the community. For prehistoric, biography in that each tree, outcrop of rock,
and for most historic societies for that matter, the spring or hollow is as.sociated with .some aspect of
life of the individual is existentially bound to that the story of the ancestors. In this sense the
of the wider group. Therefore the stability of the landscape, the collective memory and the
group needs to be continuously renewed and biography are aspects of one and the same
individual identity is to a greater or lesser extent a phenomenon. The spiritual landscape is explicit
function of the self-image of the group. So life is in the actual geography of the place,
experienced as a dynamic between the stability of There is considerable evidence that earlier
the group and the group's healthy relationship to cultures, such as the European Megalithic
its environment both human and natural. culture, also had a similar experience of place. In

In pre-literate societies ritual plays a crucial fact the simple act of erecting a menhir at a
role in maintaining that stability. Ritual involves specific place, or marking a rock by engraving
a series of conscious activities (each imbued with concentric circles, are both deeds which state that
the deepest of meaning) that re-enact the deeds a significant experience was associated with that
and gestures necessary to reinforce that place, no doubt at very specific times. The
reciprocal relationship with the world real. The building of henges and chamber, or passage
essence of ritual is deed done consciously and graves orientated towards cosmic events, be they
invariably. What makes ritual such a factor in lunar, solar or stellar, is an elaboration of this
forging the cultural identity of a people, are the principle. We can be fairly certain that all
stories that are told in accompaniment. Their prehistoric peoples shared a heightened sense for
central experiences are retold in the form of the spirituality of time and place. At the hunter-
liturgy or myth. It is the ceremonial retelling of gatherer level people feel themselves an integral
such stories, whether factual or not, that goes a part of the world they live. Once humans began to
long way to creating and maintaining the cultural be sedentary, to become herders and farmers,
identity of a tribe or nation. In particular it is the build villages and then cities, the natural rhythms
stories which relate the present condition to an of nature had to be internalised, localised in
origin, that fulfil the needs of cultural memory. special places, altars were erected, and ultimately
The function of poets, bards, shamans, medicine temples. The spiritual forces had to be attracted to
men and their ilk, was to guard and preserve the the place itself or at least the places had to be
people's cultural memory. In a non-literate established where the spiritual forces were at
society this role is crucial. As Ben Okri puts it: "A their strongest. This explains the locations of
people are as healthy and confident as the stories many temples—at Delphi or Ephesus, for
t h e y t e l l t h e m s e l v e s . " - e x a m p l e . W h o k n o w s w h y t h e l o c a t i o n o f

The collective memory of a culture goes Stonehenge was chosen? The more one becomes
beyond what individuals can recall of their own famili^ with the location of Stonehenge and sees
personal experiences or learn from the memories how it was placed in the heart of Neolithic
of relatives and friends, and may reach back at England, the more one can see that all roads led to
best three generations. Cultural memory goes and from the sacred circle and that they did so
beyond personal or organic memory and needs to even before the stones were erected. The great
be retained through a range of mnemonic stone sircle only amplified the (fading?) forces
techniques. Stories recall and perpetuate cultural present.
memory. They are often told within the context of So we can see that cultural identity was
certain ritual activities, including the use of sustained by myth, ritual and often the
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conihiiiiilitJii nl place and lime. Such ciiltLiial identity always assiiiiics something ol'a sacred character, a
lad which partly accounts lor the vehemence with which some ethnic groups light to retain their identity
even in modern multi-cultural situations. In pre-literate societies, however, cultural memory is only partly
carried by the oral tradition.! he spoken word is only an integrated part ofamuch wider ranaeofexpressive
media, including dance, music, costume, ornamentation, tattooing, games, masks, pictures. Implements of
all kinds, food and drink, architecture and so on. all of which can be used in ritualistic ceremonial ways to
express and reinlorce cultural identity. Even in our titnes. ceremonial objects such as thrones, sceptres,
emblems and robes still perform these mnemonic fiinclions in certain cultural and often religious
c o n t e x t s . '

Thebetu'ers of cultural memory have always been specialists."' Even in largely egalitarian societies, such
as those ol hunter-gatherer groups, such people have to be specialists for the simple reason that specialist

skills are called upon to
maintain knowledge that
goer beyond what is
c o m m o n l y k n o w n a n d
passed on. as an individ
ual learns their nat ive

tongue and acquires the
skills of daily life. The
keepers of the correct
sequences of ritual activities
and their accompanying
spoken texts have to be
specially trained, or initialed
into not only the rituals
but their meanings. In
many societies, including
recent pre-literate peoples,
such specialists belonged
to a particular caste, clan,
family, or were in other
ways identilied as diff
e r e n t f r o m t h e r e s t o f
the population. In more
centralised and complex
societ ies, access to such

groups of specialists was
often governed by strict
ru les . i nc lud ing the
passing of rigorous exam
inations, as for example to
b e c o m e a M a n d a r i n i n
cia.s.sical China, entry to
the Society of Jesuits or
the higher echelons of the
B r i t i s h C i v i l S e r v i c e .
Such ritual may even
have its own linguistic
f o n n s w h i c h d i l Te r f r o m

everyday spoken language.

a u:i(Es Ice.

SaStQ.

The Origin of Writing
The emergence of the art ol writing I'undamentally altered the pre-eminent role of the oral tradition as the
main beaiei of cultural tradition. The written wt̂ rd came to be the iiliiniate authority: laws were written in
tablets ol stone - both literally and later metaphorically. A signature carried more weight than a mati's
spoken woid and literacy became the empowering possession of the people. But this did not happen
overnight.

It has long been puzzled whether writing arose in one place as a single genial invention, and was then
subsequently adopted by other regions through cultural transmission. Most scholars, however, now agree
that writing was invented independently at least three times and probably more often than that. It is certain
that writing systems appeared in Sumer. China and Mesoamerica. Whether Egyptian hieroglyphics were
an independent invention or were inlluenced by Sumer is uncertain. The appearance of a fully developed
writing system in Egypt, with no known formative stages, has led to the assumption that the genial idea of
writing must have been copied from elsewhere, presumably Sumer which is only some 800 miles away,
with trading contacts being known to have existed. Had Egypt had a formative stage, surely some
traces would have sui'vived
in Egypt's dry and there
fore ideal archaeological
e n v i r o n m e n t .

What makes the invention

of writing so difficult is
the innate complexity of
language itself. Spoken
language has to be stopped
in its flow, as it were and

frozen into .symbols that
can then subsequently be

In Ch.ix lOla^-es 15/16) a
coniprc'ltenxivc stmly of

'ihe word'is often piir.sited
(IS a Waldorf inain-lesson.

from its 'inyiholof'ical'
oriftins onwards. Here

(and opposite) the student
catches inoinents froin the

Middle Afies in which' an oraliiy-iinhiied

coiisiousne.ss still enlivens
the literary oiitcome of the

poch in (pu'stion.



released to flow again in the mind of the reader.
The stream ot articulated sounds has to be broken
down into meaningful units that can still be
recognised despite the idiosyncrasies of
individual articulation, emphasis, speed of
speech, volume and so on. Huge sums of money
are being spent at present on research into
devising machines that can hear and comprehend
human speech and translate it into text. By all
accounts, it is an immense challenge even for the
big computer software companies with all the
resources, human and electrical at their disposal.
Sumerian scribes .seem to have .solved most of the
core problems but it did take them hundreds, if
not over a thousand years.

Writing u.ses three basic techniques, and most
languages use all three to some extent whilst
having a bias towards one or the other. In all
known scripts, symbols are used to denote either
a single sound, a whole .syllable or a whole word.
The most common system today is the
alphabetical one in which a sign repre.sents a
phoneme, an individual sound. The Engli.sh
language uses 26 letters to represent about 40
phonemes. Other languages have between 11
(Polynesian) and 141 (Khoisan) phonemes, and
so must either increase the number of letters or the
same sign must represent several sounds. In fact
this is the case with all languages. Alphabetical
systems are always approximate and do not
represent sound units that could be measured on
an oscilloscope. In English, for example, the
sound a letter represents varies depending on the
surrounding letters or the vagaries of emphasis or
sometimes plain illogic, as this piece of doggerel
demons t ra tes :

"Beware of heard, a dreadful word/That looks
like beard and sounds like bird,/And dead: it's
said like bed, not like bead—/For goodness'
sake don't call it 'deed'.'/Watch out for meat
and great and threat/(The\ rhyme with .suite
and straight and debt). "

George Bernard Shaw found the English system
so contrived that he campaigned to rationalise
English spelling by pointing to such peculiarities
as the possibility of spelling fish as 'ghoti'—gh as
in tough, o as in women, ti as in nation.^

The other writing .systems use signs
representing morphemes or logograms which are

whole words and concepts. This appears to have
been used by the oldest languages and forms the
basis for Sumerian, Egyptian, Chinese and
Japanese and Maya. Less familiar are .scripts that
repre.sent individual syllables, usually a
consonant followed by a vowel. Such syllabaries
include Linear B writing of ancient Mycenae and
the Kana system used by modern Japanese for
business communications. No ̂ language
exclusively u.ses one .system or another. English,
for example, though basically alphabetic, uses
many logograms that have no phonetic value but
are purely symbolic in character, such as
£,$,%,&,#,= ( all taken from the top row of the
keyboard).

La Geste et la Parole
When one approaches the question of the
emergence of art and writing from a psycho
logical point of view, one can discover a number
of interesting aspects. In pre-hi.storic art there are
essentially two dynamic processes at work; a
linear, graphic, often rhythmical activity and
a plastic, moulding, shaping activity. The
illustrations show examples in which the moving
line is the essential element, leading in fact to
outline images of identifiable figures. Other
images show sculptures, exquisite carvings,
modelled clay and whole self-contained forms.
Furthermore, as Andre Leroi-Gourhan showed in
his epoch making work. La Geste et la Parole
(1964), these two opposite qualities reflect the
two functional spheres of human activity, namely
the hand-tool pole and brain-language pole. What
distinguishes man from animal is, on the one
hand, technical development to compensate for
loss of physical specialisation and on the other,
the corresponding expansion of cognitive
complexity and language. The one stream
expresses it.self in linear proce.sses and problem
solving through technology which uses
combinatory thinking which links facts and
processes together in causal chains. The other
stream expresses it.self in the grasping of whole
concepts and of creating images to express those
holistic experiences.'' We see both of these fields
of human activity at work in pre-historic art and,
later, at a higher, more speciali.sed level, in the
creation of writing systems. In writing we bring
what Leroi-Gourhan called graphi.sm, together

a i i s i n g a n d s y m b o l i c
process implicit in linguistic symbols. In other
words writing meets reading; doing meets
comprehending and grasping unites hand and
bra in .

The principle that an image can represent
something else has long been established by
the time that writing .systems develop. Egyptian
hieroglyphics are a classic case. An image of
a goose may repre.sent the concept goose
but may also represent a sound or a linguistic
rule. An example from the grave of Cheriuf
in Western Thebes demonstrates this (see
illustration).

Egyptian hieroglyphs are not a pictorial script
but rather a script in pictures. This means that we
don't read what the picture shows us but what it
tells us once we have learned to read the code. The
illustration shows us an image of a loaf of bread
which repre.sents the sound /. Next there is a
goose which stands for .sa. Sa. t means daughter
and has no connection with geese. The snake =/.
This is a suffix which indicates the posse.ssive
form of the 3rd person singular. Thus Sa.t. f
means his daughter. The next group of
pictograms represent an instruction about how
the preceding pictograms are to be read, what is
known as a determinative function. They also
spell out, however, Maat, which is the name of the
Goddess portrayed. The sounds are = maa, = ma,
= t and = a. Thus far we can read: his daughter
Maat. The 'he' referred to in 'his' is implicit and
not stated. The 'he' in this case is Ra or Re
(Egyptian had no vowel symbols and so
pronunciation remains vague), the sun god and
father of Maat. On top of this, the entire
hieroglyph represents the form of Maat which
means, harmony, law, justice, order. At the
bottom is a zigzag representing the primeval
waters and basis for all life. Across the top is a
symbol representing the sky or heaven. The sides
are supported by measuring staffs, as indeed are
all Egyptian images. In fact the Egyptian temple
itself is a gigantic hieroglyph, from the pylons at
the entrance to the mastaba tomb at its heart. The

temple itself is a script to be read.
This example alone demonstrates the levels of

complexity inherent in writing systems.
Sumerian cuneiform began by recording the
names of visible obJect.s, sheep, units of com.

quantities of beer and numerals (see illustration).
These humble items may seem an inappropriate
content for a sacred script but that is only our own
prejudiced perspective. The fruits of the fields,
their quantities, storage and distribution at the
temple were deeply important matters,
intrinsically bound up with divine grace and
political power. These accounting systems built
on a variety of tally systems using various clay
tokens which had been in use for several thousand
years. Initially simplified pictures were
impressed with pointed tools into wet clay tablets
which were then left to dry (see illustration). A
number of impressions indicated the quantity.
Later, reed styluses were used and the pictures
became increasingly stylised until they became
entirely abstract collocations of wedge-shaped
impressions. Very few examples of the original
proto-literate picture writing exist and by the time
fragments of writing turn up they were already
abstract. Certain other conventions of writing
needed to be established before full versatility
could be established, such as the necessity for
signs to be arranged in horizontal or vertical rows
and whether the page is read from top to bottom
or from the bottom up. Once established, other
neighbouring cultures, like the Akkadians,
borrowed Sumerian techniques and 'translated'
them for use with their own very different
language.

The Alphabet
The next major innovation was the alphabetical
or phonetic alphabet. The first known alphabet
probably originated in Phoenicia around 1000
BC. The Greeks, by their own admission
borrowed many Phoenic ian let ters in
constructing their own alphabet. In fact Egyptian
scribes had been forced to develop a pseudo-
alphabet of 24 consonantal signs to complement
the increasingly obscure nature of hieroglyphs
and in order to spell foreign words for which there
were no hieroglyphs. The system remained
incomplete, lacking vowels and was only really
used as a technical aid to scribes. But it was an

important invention, widely assumed to have
influenced Phoenician, probably via the Egyptian
mines in Sinai where a precursor to Phoenician
evolved. Once alphabetic writing became
widespread, it became much more accessible and
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no longer ihc exclusive province of speciiiliy
trained scribes. Ii also became a vehicle for more
than lists, registers and mantras: it became a
means of expressing narrative, both sacred and
profane, literature, both tragic and comic, grafhti
and love letters.

Writing and remembering
Writing came to fullil a crucial role in the
maintenance of cultural memory and social
coherence. Texts recording the central myths and
rituals became canonised in the sense that they

preserved a standard by which the life of the
community and its relationship to the world and
to the Gods could be .sustained. The guardians of
these sacred texts, the scribes and priests,
assumed a central role in society since they alone
could read the script. However, the committal of
sacred texts to writing brought about a subtle and
profound change. One might think that an oral
tradition, passed on by word of mouth, would be
a less certain way of preserving essential ideas. In
fact the oral and ritual tradition is far more suited
to resisting change because its change is
imperceptible. Being tied to spoken language it
changes at the same rate as the language itself
evolves and undergoes change. No-one listening
would notice. Oral traditions are extraordinarily
conser\ ative in content even though the linguistic
form goes on evolving. This has also to do with
the cyclical nature of the world view implicit
within its myths. Such myths portray a Creation
that brings the present world into a kind of

permanent and unchanging existence. The world
as it is now. here where we live, has been like this
since the Beginning and so it will remain. The
principle of change or evolution is not the central
motor of l ife.

Written text is by deliniiion frozen in lime (and
in many cases in place, especially where texts are
solely pre.served in or on temples, tablet houses or
libraries). Within a few generations, a sacred text
will no longer be in the vernacular. The method of
handing on text and its complex rules from one
generation of copiers to the next automatically
brings about the need sooner or later for
interpretation, translation, exegesis. Sacred text
is supposed to remain unalterable, hence the
often repeated formulas in ancient texts along
the lines of 1 swear not to add one word or take

away one letter of this tablet", or " This is
the source of righteousness... no-one can add
nor subtract from this text."' Sacred text assumes
the character of a legal contract. Ultimately
this character becomes mere formalism. Right up
into the Middle Ages, copyists were swearing on
the bones of saints that the contents of the book

were a true and faithful record, whereas in reality
they were the copy of the copy of the
mistranslation of the fragmentary codex of
the lost book of....!

Creative copying
With the need for interpretation came the desire
fororiginality. Nobody expectsoriginality from a
bard or storyteller: indeed it would be

inappiopriate. The artistry lie.s in the i'aithful
recreation of the myth. Writing has an implicit
tendency to invention, to self-expression, to
creativity. It is also a very individual activity. We
have come to expect not repetition hut originality
in writing. This urge was even felt hy an Egyptian
scribe by the name oi Chacheprrcseneb. a scribe
during the Middle Kingdom, who complained:

Oh thai / had unknown .sentences, unitsiial
.sayin^s./new speech, which has never been
.spoken hefore./free of all repetilionsjno
handed-down sayinf^s that the ancestors
said./I rin}> my body and what is in it out/and
free it of all my words./Here does not speak one
who has already spoken, but will/only now
speak, so that another can Jind what he will
say./Not a speech of which one will later.sav:/"
That is what they did earlier"./Oh if I only
knew what the others don't know./what is no
repetition.^

T h e n o v e l i s t , I t a l o C a l v i n o d e s c r i b e d
Chachepeneseneb as the first ■scriiiore lormenlato"
in the history of literature. His appeal (to his own
heart) was that of many authors since then, to
assert their own thoughts against those of the
existing tradition, to be able to say something
original, new and personal. But this seribe\s
outburst is all the more remarkable for being so
untypical of his culture. In Egypt writing
remained representative of the spiritual wisdom
whose function was to retain absolute stability.
The text was extended into all art forms including
architecture. Art was "read" in Ancient Egypt.
Nevertheless, text remained secondary to ritual.

Among the Hebrew people, during the
diaspora and especially after the destruction of
the temple in Jerusalem, text assumed
ascendance ove r r i t ua l . The canon i sa t i on and

exegesis of .sacred texts among the Hebrew
peoples assumed significant proportions. The
t e x t s t h e m s e l v e s b e c a m e t h e c e n t r a l e l e m e n t
within the cult. The reading, carrying and
exposition of the texts became the focus for
religious and cultural life and thus became the
es.seniial vehicle for the maintenance of cultural

identity. As such, holy texts became a
magnificent medium for intellectual debate and
literary expression. One need only think of the

multiple fomis this takes in the Old Testament
which contains, books of laws, revelations, lists
of kings, genealogies, history books, love poem.s.
epics describing the deeds of heroes, lamenls.
proverbs, ethical code books, hymns of praise,
prayers, wisdom literature, prophecies, fairy
laics, .sermons, myths, letters, biographies,
school textbooks and so on. What is more, once
the temple had been physically destroyed, the
holy texts, in the form of the Covenant, borne in
golden scroll cases, was carried in procession
wherever the people found themselves. They
became transportable.The 'temple" became mobile.

In Hellenistic culture, text extended its
function. From the art form of epic poetry and its
performance, developed a literary culture that
integrated and developed oral traditions rather
than merely superseding them. In the tradition of
hypolep.sis we can see a tendency that
revolutionised intellectual exchange. During
rhapsodic contests in Ancient Greece, the rule
was thai the Rhapsode or singer should continue
the Homeric text exactly at the point where his
competitor stopped without breaking the metre.
Later, in the an of Rhetoric, hypolepsis came to
mean that the speaker had to make a direct
contextual link to the theme of the previous
speaker. In both cases the principle involved not
merely repeating a text from the beginning but
evolving a text through dialogue. This became
a c e n t r a l f e a t u r e o f G r e e k d i s c o u r s e a n d

philosophy. Eventually it went beyond speaker
reacting to speaker to become text and textual
authority relating to text which ultimately
provides us with the mode for scientific discourse
and rational, objective thought forms, what we
described at the beginning as an it' relationship
to the world. The reader can relate to. draw
inspiration from, refute, extend or re-interpret the
thoughts expressed in texts written far away in
time and space. On the way to giving expression
to this new subject-object fomi of consciousness,
new forms of cultural identity and continuity are
created. As Jan Assmann, the cultural historian

puts it, the binding forces of cultural identity are
no longer imitation and preservation, but
interpretation and remembering. This subtle
iransformation i.s recapitulated in the developing

(continued on page 42}
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Striding out in Style
Some First Steps Towards What Lies Beyond the Mere Acquisition of
Literacy

by NATASHA KUTZNETZOVA

A person's tcniperumenl could be described as a
gesture through which the incaniatiiig individual
establishes connection with the Cinreiii of Life.
It manifests itself, therefore, most dramatically in
the most human of all allributes: speech and
gait—though certain preferences can be traced in
music, art. musical movement, the way of dressing
and others.

The study of temperament helps siutlents to
recognise peculiarities in others and themselves,
and is but another step in self-study and study of
others which is a most fascinating thing at this
age. Our eighth-graders were Hrst introduced to
the study of the temperaments during a main-
les.son on literature: The four temperaments and
their inlluence on the style of a text'.

We started with giving the students Hippocrates'
description of the four temperaments as
connected with the four "humours' in our body:
charac ter sketches fo r each can be taken f rom
K a n t .

Students easily visualised an energetic,
impulsive choleric or an open, lively, easily
distracted sanguine: a melancholic with his deep,
acute feeling or a slow, unruflled phlegmatic.
T h e n w e a s k e d t h e s t u d e n t s t o t h i n k o f a

typical mode of behaviour, the way of
speaking, idiomatic expressions, gait, gestures,
characteristic manner of clothing. . . for each
t e m p e r a m e n t .

Students were then asked to write a story about
a person who found himself in an extraordinary
situation: 1) Lost in a strange city abroad, not
knowing the language. 2) Late for the plane. It
was fa.sclnating to listen to the stories and to
observe the way they were presented. Yet we can
give here only a few of the students' discoveries.
This is what they came up with. The gait: the
determined step, from the heel, of the choleric:

the tiptoeing, almost hopping gait of the
sanguine: the non-hurried, balanced step of the
phlegmatic: and the tentative, self-awarc step of
the melancholic. All this brought us to a
discu.ssion of the kind of dance in which each of
the temperaments could enjoy itself to the full.

When searching for a phlegmatic dance, the
students opted for the Russian khorovoil with its
regular repetitions and serenity. Breathing is easy
and deep. One can u.so it in therapy. Then we took
the opposite—a dance for survival: the Italian
ta ran te l l a . The re was a common be l i e f t ha t a

person bitten by that huge wolf spider, the
tarantula, was to move as l ast as he could in order
to survive, falling down in the end. exhausted, yet
alive. The students also suggested The Dance of
the Swonts by Khachaturian. (Those of our
readers who haven't heard it can imagine the
scene from the ballet.) The /Mlka dance with its
love of movement, sheer joy of life and
manifestation of good health was termed as
sanguine. The nienuette with its particularly
precise beginning of pointed toes and raised
arms, lived out in minute, intricate, very
intel lectual movemcnt.s—one needs to strain al l
one's memor)' to remember them, almost
forgetting about the partner!—was classilied as
m e l a n c h o l i c .

By the eighth grade, students know enough of
eurythmy to try to see the letter gestures
temperament-wise. They unanimously named
M as phlegmatic. R as sanguine. N. suggested for
the melancholic, was considered possible
because of its rather active beginning and sudden
retreat to ponder on the relining effect. Several
sounds were considered fortlieircholeric impact.
H. F. S among them. Being short of time we just
pondered a little on minor and major thirds as
beine melanchol ic and sanauine: the interval of

the fourth was .suggested as being choleric. As for
colours, the students were unanimous in their
characteristics (a good schooling was tellina).

Of course, we would have loved to discuss
styles of clothing, impressionism tmd expre.ssion-
ism in ail, to look for parallels in the realm of
plants (from a melancholic cypress to a light-
hearted daisy, from a dog-ro.se to a birch) yet
we had to just pose the questions and proceed to
our main topic—the temperament of the text.

This may seem baffling at first hearing. The
temperament of the lextl Yes, of the text. Haven't
you ever experienced the influence of a text
either pressing, urging, attacking or flowing
freely and peacefully, almost lullabying you in
the end? Style is not what the text is about, but
what it is like.

For guide-lines, one can be referred to the book
by E. Dunfort Grammatical structure of a
language as a work of art. As the author rightly
points out, the most difficult thing for us was to
find texts that could undoubtedly be classified as
representing a certain temperament. Within the
frame-work of a short article I can't quote all the
texts that we examined, "combing' them with
great eagerness and anticipation for indications
of style — conveyed by
parallel forms, para- • -L
doxes, accents, com- ^ 'K-
pressed sentences,
abounding dashes,
exclamation marks,
c o m m a s a n d
s e m i - c o l o n s .

On one occasion
the key word in a
s e n t e n c e c a m e

only at the very

end—we found this in a text describing car races
on the ice! What a contrast it presented with a
sixteen line-long .sentence describing a peaceful,
rural landscape! Parallel forms and enumerations
there did not step up tension: they just little by
little spread the scope of things coming in sight.
No dashes. E ighteen commas. What
temperament can create a text l ike that?
Phlegmatic no doubt. The principle of
addintivitry is clearly traced. Here are the
drawings the students made to represent the flow
of the two texts on paper. (See drawings on p.43)

We also compared poems tliat our students had
been learning for the rhythmic part of their
English class: //'by Rudyard Kipling: November
by Thomas Hood. Where would you place those?

On the whole we might say that a study of
temperament as an aspect of looking at oneself
and others became part of growing and our
.students got very involved in those discussions:
even the silenlest of them would speak up.

Natasha Kiiznetzova teaches English in the Free
Waldorf School. Moscow. She team-taught this
i n n o v a t i v e m a i n - l e s s o n i n C l a . s s 8 w i t h a

colleague.

See caption on p.40
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Emergent Writing
by ANDREW DUNCAN

There has been a spate of publicity concerning the
Steiner Schools and their attempts to get funding.
I have cho.sen one small aspect of the curriculum
to illustrate that perhaps a future government
might do worse than invest a little money in an
a l t e r n a t i v e c u r r i c u l u m .

As any good teacher would, we start from the
known. Some ten years ago it was discovered that
children know a lot about writing. A three year-
old child has no problem with writing shopping
lists, letters and the l ike. From this it was
discovered that there was a sequential invariant
that children would undergo in their learning to
write. This idea of Emergent Writing was
thoroughly researched and was so convincing
that it became the core of the English National
Curriculum for writing, spelling and hand
writing. The stages were (in brief):
(i) The young child imitates adult role

models by scrawling 'writing' that is not
pictures. The pictures that a child will
draw mean something different to the
writing, will be more elaborate and fulfil a
different purpose.

(ii) The child will be able to write some letters
to add text to drawings. Very few emergent
writers would write without a picture to
create a context and inform their 'reading'.
They will be able to 'use pictures, symbols
or isolated letters to communicate meaning.'

(iii) The child will then use a letter to write to
communica te more than an in i t ia l sound

(entire words or syllables). Texts like the
following are familiar to all teachers of
emergent writing.

IWTSWMD(I went to the Zoo with
my Daddy)

(iv) As the emergent writing develops it
changes from a syllabic script to an
alphabetic one. We then have texts like:

I wnt to the zw on snda wv mi dde and

w e s w a f r s l i n h t t j h t h w .

(I went the to zoo on Sunday with my
daddy and we saw a ferocious lion with
huge teeth)

The type of writing that is shown is what is known
as a Boiitrophedon. This comes from the Greek
and means that the direction goes from one side or
end to the other. In emergent writing children have
been known to exhibit every variation of
directionality that has been used in the various
epochs of man's development. Thus we have our
system:

A B C D E F G
H I J L K M N

but Semitic scripts work differently:
G F E D C B A
N M L K J I H

Hittite children were beaten for not writing like this:
A B C D E F G
N M L K J I H

while ancient Brahmi scholars had to write like this:
G F E D C B A
H I J K L M N

and the wri ters of the Phaistos disk wrote in a

spiral:
G

We could continue with all the possibilities of
vertical scripts, circular and 'shark-toothed'
where the writing is turned upside down at the end
of each line. The young child who wrote the last
sample of writing could only be considered
'wrong' because the Western tradition now uses
one way of writing texts (left to right and top to
bottom). Most ancient scripts were developed
because of the constraints of writing materials. A
question for me is whether something in the
emergent wr i ter ' remembers' these constraints.

Please note that the vowels that do appear in the
sample (such as the 'e' in 'the') are still .serving as
part of syllabic system of writing. Teachers will
be familiar with the hard task of moving children
from the writing of high frequency words (the, at,
they. Mummy) to the construction of CYC
(consonant-vowel-consonant) words (mat, cat,
ra t ) .

(V) Next the vowels appear. Children use a
combination of known words and
invented spellings. It becomes possible
for the layman to recognise what the child
is writing.
Dabby * and * me * in * the * rain *
I * am * .splashing

The writer has got to the point where she is able to
use and apply rules. Many teachers find that the
concern to 'get it right' can slow down the
spontaneity of many children's writing.
However, if we can get the child through this
phase successfully, many children go on to a
period of glorious creativity:

"In the hollerdays of scool on the last
saterday I went to pleshurwoodhills and I went
in the ball pool and there was a pool of balls a
you can go under the balls and the
next thing that I went on was the rollercoster
and thust theing that you do is go up this tunul
then you go zooming dawne the hill then
you go strat up a hill and in a tunul "
(Nicholls et al (1989) On becoming a
Writer)

Of the above, it can be said:
"His hand and mind went together... we have
scarce received from him a blot in his paper."
(Shakespeare's publisher of Shakespeare)

We are almost at the end of the emergent writing
process. The average child, who has been
encouraged to write creatively, will be encouraged to
use dictionaries, write in different styles and for
different purposes and to enjoy the act of creation.
The mark of education is whether the child goes
on to continue to be creative in her meeting with
the world. To paraphrase Skinner:

Education is what's left when you've forgotten
all the rubbish you learned at school.

So far, I have assumed that 1 am 'teaching my
Granny to suck eggs'. I hope that we are broadly
in agreement about the model of emergent
writing. There appears to be a pattern, as with the
learning of speech, that children start with a
u n i v e r s a l ' b a b b l e ' w h i c h i s t h e n m o d i fi e d t o
reflect what they learn from their part of the
world. The model we have seen is the one that we
in Britain use, but the common scrawl of the three

y e a r - o l d w i l l d i f f e r e n t i a t e i n t o d i f f e r e n t
alphabetic, pictographic and syllabic writings to
reflect what children are taught. Much of this will
include copying models (poems, notices, stories)
which are presented to children.

From this point onwards (though we all
continue to learn how to write) the child will
produce work that is recognisably 'standard' in its
format and spelling. The emergent model of
writing lays great emphasis on developing
'traditional' writing skills but is based upon the
prediction that an excessive concern for accuracy
in spelling, grammar or format may inhibit a
child's creativity and her ability to demonstrate
what she already knows about the process of
writing.

The Emergence of Writing
Before the 'development' of civilisation, nobody
had very much use for writing. The transmission
of information was accomplished through
example and orally. Songs, myths and poetry
were as important as the British Library.
These were enough for the stone age Internet.
We, in Steiner schools, place a great deal of
emphasis on these skills. We are not teaching
the virtues of illiteracy but of intelligent
protoliteracy.

Writing first became important as a concept
when specialised hunter-gatherers began to trade.
Most authorities suggest that the tally stick was
the most important precursor of writing. Just as
the human race needed a solid grounding in story
and fable before it could begin to establish
c iv i l i sa t ion, so does the ind iv idua l . Most
importantly, the most literate people on earth will
be those who have retained these skills. This is

how the examination system works. In addition
I am much happier booking my car service with
a mechanic who can retel l that good old
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yum known as ihe Olio Cycle (Induclion.
compression, ignilion and exhuusl). Lileracy, as
every leacher knows, is best when il au\>ments
existing skills.

For a long lime the first writers used iconic
(picture based) syslem.s of writing for a limited
range of purposes. The first writers were
accountants and priests rather than storytellers
and were very anxious to keep their trade secret.s
to themselves. I am old enough to remember the
sort of business or legal letter, drawn up by

insiders for insiders, that required translation by
another insider to make sense. This is not a new

phenomenon.
"Put writing into your heart that you may
protect yourself from hard labour of any kind.
The scribe is released from manual tasks; it is
he who commands." (Ancient Egyptian scribe,
quoted inGaur, A., (1984) A History of Writing)

Writing was a tool that served a limited range of
functions and required a lot of training. The early

scripts of the first civilisations were not for the
masses but to serve Slate or religious functions
The writers revealed their meanings when they
needed to. Some societies never needed to go
further. The Inca built a civilisation with a
development of the knotted handkerchief known
as the (juipa\ and he remeiuhered what the knots
mean t .

Ill the early civilisations writing developed
through simplification. It was possible to use the
imagination to extend the meanings of the

original words to include ideas. For example; if
the sign x means cross, as in cross-roads il
becomes possible to write: "1 am very X about
this." and the beginnings of a literature become
possible. Signs become syllables. This is very
a p p a r e n t i n t h e d e v e l o p m e n t
of the Mcsopoi-amian scripts which became very
abstract in execution and turned from pictures
into a syllabic script, much as China has today.

It was the nomadic peoples of the Middle East
who began to develop simple alphabetic scripts.

Ai age 9/10
there is a

s ign ificant
i n n e r
i n o v e i n e n t

from orality-
c o n s c i o u s t i e s x

t o w a r d s

literacy-
c o n s c i o u s n e s s
. Drawings at
this time (here
of a local
scene) often
reveal fine,
i n t e r m e d i a t e

stages in this
developmental
p r o c e s s .

Echoes of
ora l i t y -

consc io t i . sness

are often to he
seen in the

titles of
m a i n - l e s s o n

hooks as the

pupil s fantasy
(here that of a
16-year-old)

roves freely in
anticipation of

what is to he

experienced in
forthcoming

lessons.
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The Libyan and Hebrew alphabets contained no
vowels and writing alphabetically doesn't
require them to this day (as we saw in the first
examples of emergent writing). The first 'modem'
alphabet was produced by the Phoenicians and it
is this alphabet, modified by the Greeks and
Romans, which has come down to us as the
Roman alphabet that we use to this day. Within a
monoglot culture the alphabet makes mass
literacy possible but this didn't happen for over a
thousand years. For centuries literacy was the
preserve of a caste. The names Clarke, Clark,
Clarkson etc. are a legacy of this time.

The introduction of the printing press and the
religious reformations in Europe, where people
dared suggest that the layman should have access
to religious works, were the great impetus
towards mass literacy. Three hundred years
before the introduction of compulsory education,
first Protestant countr ies and then Cathol ic ones
were establishing schools for more and more
c h i l d r e n t o b e c o m e l i t e r a t e . T h e m e r c a n t i l e

society of the 17th century was only possible
because of the spread of education. From the
Renaissance through the Reformation there was
an explosion of creative writing. The great
plays of this period, Shakespeare's among them,
are an exuberant celebration of new language.
The creation was more important than the
spelling and it is a feature of written language that
it followed phonetic, rather than prescribed,
spellings. This, rather than clevemess, is the
reason why Wordsworth rhymes matter and
water. I t took the indus t r ia l revo lu t ion and the
need for universal education to produce a
standard spelling and a standard grammar. This,
which is a very recent development, is now taken
for granted.

Emergent Writing and the Waldorf
C u r r i c u l u m
I came to the Waldorf curriculum through
m a i n s t r e a m e d u c a t i o n . W h e n 1 fi r s t h e a r d o f
Rudolf Steiner 1 studied him as a footnote, a

curiosity. As 1 read further, 1 found little bells
sounding in my head as 1 read about Steiner's idea
that children recapitulate the development of
consciousness; and 1 began to relate this to the
work 1 was doing with children on emergent
writing within the National Curriculum. 1 still do

a lot of work out of this. A sample of unaided
writing from a child, allied with the National
Curriculum programmes of study for English, is
a good way of generating an individual education
programme for that child. This is because if
we know where a child is in the process of
emergent writing we will know what he needs to
learn next.

1 was very sceptical about the idea of emergent
writing until 1 had had it brought home to me that
nearly every child is at some point on the
continuum that 1 have sketched out. 1 feel that we
in the Waldorf schools movement are uniquely
able to relate this to a whole range of experiences
that we offer to children, based on our insights
about consciousness. 1 have come to believe that
this is a challenge to the practice of both
mainstream and Waldorf .schools. 1 have laid out

my observations in a table.
Dream time, story, picture, pictogram,

syllable, consonant, vowel, experiment, rule,
exuberance, creativity, standardisation. Are we
describing the emergence of society, the
emergence of literacy or the development of the
c h i l d ?

1 put the above forward as a basis for discussion
and as work in progress work. My tentative thesis
is as follows:

•As children grow up they recapitulate the
history of consciousness in some fashion.

•As children learn to write they recapitulate
the history of writing in some ways. If the
emergent writing model is used the teacher
loses none of her authority but the children
a r e a b l e t o s h o w w h a t c o m e f r o m t h e m

independently.
•A curriculum that can appreciate the idea
that emergent writing is part of the child's
incarnation has the opportunity to speak to
children in a unique way. The Waldorf
school has the possibility of doing this.

The hesitation 1 feel is that my work so far has
raised a number of questions which 1 do not feel
competent to answer as yet. These are as follows:

• Are children encouraged to write too early in
mainstream schools; and what is the advantage
of the later start in Waldorf schools?

• Is there really some parity of outcome at the
ages of 11 and 16?

• Is either type of school prepared to change the stage of consciousness that 1 am
their practice if my ideas are borne out by supposed to be taking into consideration as
f u r t h e r r e s e a r c h ? p ^ - t o f t h e i r e d u c a t i o n . W o r k c a n b e

• Do children need to follow the stages of differentiated and the emphasis in Classes
civilisation in writing before they meet them 1-Vlll is the development of feeling rather
in the curriculum in other forms? There is an than intellect. Does emergent writing give
emergent model emerging for several us the opportunity to deliver the curriculum
aspects of the school curriculum. to the whole class while also enabling us to• Should Waldorf schools be studying find the appropriate response to each
emergent writing as a diagnostic tool for individual child?
teachers? Do we really have all the answers
a l ready? Andrew Duncan is a c lass teacher a t Ph i lpo ts

•As a teacher in a Special school, lam also Manor Rudolf Steiner (Special) School for
concerned that many of my pupils have children with emotional and behavioural
failed in the mainstream system and that difficulties. He would welcome correspondence
their emergent writing is a long way behind about this subject.

C o m m e n t f r o m A m e r i c a
by Alan Howard

[This was the author's penultimate contribution to our journal, written in 1984. Following the Appreciation
on pp.3/4 by Rosemary Blom, this piece demonstrates Howard's ability to perfection—as well as the
remarkably durable contemporary note that he so often struck. Ed]
It is sometimes said of Waldorf education that it does not prepare children for life. It is too protective. 'Life',
it is said, is tough, competitive, a rat race; and anybody who is going to 'make it' in the modem world needs
to be tougher, more competitive and a better mnner in the race than the -er next 'rat'. And from what one
.sometimes sees and hears of things that could be true.

Nonetheless you cannot shape an educational philosophy on the worst aspects of human nature,
otherwise it would not be long before you were doing nothing else but training a generation of potential
thugs. You can only educate on the assumption that human beings are far better creatures than they often
.show themselves to be; and by giving them a conception of themselves that they can step out into life with,
courageously and confidently.

The business of education is knowledge, and human beings can only acquire knowledge because they
are thinking beings. And because we are thinking beings the gods gave us brains to think vv/r/j, just as they
gave us eyes to see with. The brain does not think any more than the eyes see. We think, we see; the brain
and the eye give us the material on which to exercise our thinking and seeing. Therefore if we are only given
a chance to think about thinking (which, incidentally, is the only way to get knowledge of ourselves, and
it) we would be able to see that we are spiritual beings, who stepped into life when we were bom in the body
our parents gave us. But we are not our body; we are the spirit indwelling it.

All this could be put to any High School student who has been educated to think at all; and from there it
would not be difficult to show that the capacities we bring with us are gifts of the spirit, not the body. The
body is only the instmment through which the spirit acts. If, therefore, those capacities show—as they
undoubtedly do—the means of coping with this life, then they could only have been acquired in
circumstances similar to this one. That is, in a previous life. Therefore, whatever this life tums out to be,
we have the means of coping with it. We are part of it. We are not the side effect of some indifferent
evolutionary process; we are evolution itself working itself out in us.

But wouldn't that be indoctrination? No: no more than it is indoctrination to teach Goethe's Theory of
Colour alongside Newton's. Pupils need other lines of thought than the one that is being indoctrinated fdx
and wide today—that we are nothing more than higher animals or pieces of computer software. Then, at
least they will have the chance of meeting life with something of the spirit of Henley's memorable words:
Out of the night that covers me/Black as the pit from pole to pole,/1 thank whatever gods there be/For my
unconquerable soul.//It matters not how strait the gate,/How charged with punishments the scroll,/1 am
the master of my fate,/1 am the captain of my soul.
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(Abovo): The stoiy clrawn here
by an 8 year-old nrj.v also used
for the transition from upper
case to cursive writin/'. Thus:
first in (famiiiar) capital letters.

T H E Y C O U N T E D T H E

HORNS'; and then repeated in
cursive writing, 'Tfiey counted
the (torus'.

(Below); The emergent writing
from one of a cla.ss of 7/8 year-
olds—of value to the pupil's
.self-esteem and also of value to
the teacher who is a.s.Ke.ssing
progivss diagiuKstically.
(Sec p. 33 for another .sample
from the .same cla.ss.)

A N T H R O I ' O L C M i K A l . K V I D E N C ! • :

Spi>ken lanjjiiagc serving ail luneiimis ol"
c o i n n u i n i e a t i o n .

Bardie deelanitiiion. sysieinalising iIk- storage
ofknowtedge through nineniunies. verse and
rliyiltni.

a) Tally slicks. Quipii. early pietographs
as an auxiliary to memory.

S T E I N K R S M O I ) i ; i ,

Learning language in the home (orally) b>
imi ta t i on .

Development til imitation in the Kinder
garten with emphasis on stipportinc the
rhythmic system ;md the memory.
C lass I; Inlroduction «it letters and numhers.
Work with stories and tnovenient around
these. Building a linn spukeii repertoire.

b) PicUigrams; early Sumciian and Theiv could hi
Egypliiui writing.

a) Syllabic scripts: Cuneilbmi tutd (in a
developed fonrt) Chinese. Japane.sc.

b) Early alphabetic scripts: Libyan.
Hebrew etc.

c) Later alphabetic scripts: Phoenician.
Greek. Roman.

a) The Middle Ages: a ninge ol" writing
styles. Tension between a desire for a
" s t a n d a r d " I ' o r m a n d d i fl i c u l t i c s o f

geography. Copying corrupts work and a
range of alphabets emerge to meet local
needs.

b) The Renaissance: a llowering of
v e r n a c u l a r l i t e r a t u r e w i t h n e w w o r d s

pouring forth. New forms of writing.
Spe l l i ng i s f a i r l y i d i osync ra t i c ,
rollccting a range of dialects. The
invention of the printing prc.ss has led to
a pressure for a more .standardised
.spelling. Tlie lirsl modem dictionaries
arc produced.

c) The emergence of the modem world.
Mass education requires a standard
spelling and a minimum .standard
■product". Different social classes have
different literatures and aspirations.

The modem world: written language
takes a range of forms. Milss literacy and
a mass market creates a range of writing,
unprecedented in history.

- - s o m e o p p o r i u i i i i i e s l o r
twi'riu'ui MTiiiiii- us pan of play aiullhr real
p u r p o s e s .

Class II: Group writing and work generated
from fable.s. Learning to read through a
mixtureofgroupand individual reading from
a strong base of story and poetry. Children
learning reading from iheirown writing.

Class III: Children face a ■rubicun" durmg
the next couple of years when they have to
confront the fact that they arc individuals.
Much work is based on the Old Testament.

Class IV: Children are ntiw writing about their
work often from models.

Class VA' l : the Greeks and Romans. The
children will be learning the last stages of
basic grammar, dictionary skills and phonic
r u l e s .

Class VII: The Renaissance and the Age of
Discovery are studied. Children are required
to be more critical in their work.

Class VIII: the lime of the great revolutions.
The pupils are encouraged to become veiy
critically aware about ci cm/z/Hg.

In the Waldorf Upper School (and in the
mainstream), the requirements of GCSE arc
r e fl e c t e d i n t h e c u r r i c u l u m . T h e W a l d o r f
A/«//i-le.ssons are lauchi in addition to this.

E M K R C i K M V V R H I N ( f

C o i i l i d e i i t s c r a w l s m i m i i a l i i » n o f a d u l t
models. ("Tm writing a shopping li.si too!")

Building up a .stock of story and rhytne
material. The more this happens the easier n
will be to become literate later.

Iconie writing where the child can read back
his ideas. New things learned will emerge
within this writing.

Emergent writing is part of the everyday
curriculum. Children arc praised tor the
tilings the\ get right and each child'.s needs
iire able to be idcntilied.

Work is differentiated by both input and
outcome. The emergent writing model
enables the selling of open tusks where
children are to respond to eliulleiige at their
rnt u level. At this point there will he a mixture
of pictographk. syllabic and alphabetic
scripts. Much explicit teaching of letter
fomnilion. sight vocabulary, initial and iinal
sounds and letter patterns.

Children are writing independently, using
sentences correctly demarcated in most
ca-ses. Common words are spelled correctly;
invented spellings folUiw rules, Most
children would he expected to start doing this
by the age of eight, correcting and redrafting
their work soon after. This is an average
expectation and there will be a wide range of
abilily.

VVriic in a wide variety of forms, organising
and pre.senting material for specified
audiences. Match writing to audience. Write
fluenilv and ieaibiv.
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(continued from page 31)

child in the transition from the first seven-year
phase through to adolescence.

And that is the paradox of the relationship
between writing and cultural memory. Text, and
its modern extensions into other media, leads to
the invention of history. Myth is no longer
cyclical. Stories refer to an original state which
has undergone progressive change, indeed goes
on changing. In the Hebrew tradition, myth
projects a future goal onto cultural 'memory', the
concept of a Day of Judgement, at the End of
Time. History not only becomes progressive, it
acquires an objective. Nor was this a smooth
transition. Roman literary tradition produced
Ovid whose Metamorphoses begin with a Greek
Creation myth that changes into a cycle of ages
from the Golden to the terrible Iron Age. In
Ovid's vision, present society can be measured,
to its shame, against earlier, higher Golden times
when all was sweetness and light. Progress was
experienced as a descent into matter and dissolution.
Ovid could only have been the product of a literate
culture. He used his sources with an histor ian's

eye and a poet's (or prophet's) imagination.
It took the emergence of scientific thinking

stimulated by the Renaissance and the revival of
Classical learning through Humanism to create
historical thinking. The creation of time and
space in Renaissance art made this new
perspective visible. This occurred through
observing the phenomenal world and, crucially
through the critical evaluation of texts, especially
those passed down from classical times, often via
the Arab wor ld . I t a lso mani fes ted i tse l f in the

emergence of autobiography as an art form. The
science of history has itself undergone many
revisions through the 18th, 19th and 20th
centuries, progressing and evolving through
mere recording of chronology, to the history of
great men and battles, through economics, to
social history and recently to history from
'below'. History as symptomatology of the
underlying spiritual forces at work in human life
is a new and challenging approach, one which
may offer some middle way between the

infinite detail of the individual l i fe and the
broad epochal trends that generalise to the point
of worth lessness.

Cultures continuously remember and reinvent
themselves by rewriting history, usually from the
top down. Almost from the beginning of literate
societies (or literate groups within larger social
contexts, since literacy is rarely shared by 100%
of the adult population). Text has been used for
propaganda purposes since the earliest times. The
power of the Bible and the Koran throughout
history are proof enough of the power of the
written word in the hands of powerful people. But
text, especially since the invention of printing, is
also democratic and can thus also be subversive.
In the age of the internet the question is what
forms of cultural identity will now emerge. Once
script enters cyberspace, even linear history will
disappear into a three-demensionality and with it
a new kind of consciousness. Perhaps the
invent ion o f mach ines that t ranscr ibe our

speaking (and perhaps ultimately our thinking)
will revive oral skills is one option. Writing itself
will become history.

Martyn Rawson was co-founder of the York
Steiner School. After taking a class through eight
years there, he has taught in several places,
including Michael Hall, England and the
'original' Waldorf School, Stuttgart. His
specialities include a wide range of Upper School
subjects and the teaching of Modern Languages.

F O O T N O T E S
1 Henri Frankfort, 1963, Before Philosophy, p. 14.
2 Ben Okri, 1996, Birds of Heaven, p.21.
3 This fact has been cynically u.sed in modem times to lend

credibility to pseudo-sacred occasions such as royal
weddings and inve.stitures. The artificial creation of
national identities in modem times also calls for the
creative invention of tradition ritual, 'pomp and
circumstance". See The Invention of Tradition edited by
Eric Hob.sbawm and Terence Ranger, 1983.

4 The exception is children who pass on games, rhymes,
chants, sayings without any official training.

5 Both examples taken from Steven Pinker, 1994, The
Language Instinct, p. 188.

6 These two streams are similar to what Steiner termed the
formative-stmctural and the musical-linguial (Lecture,
16 September 1920 Stuttgart).

7 Hittite and Greek texts quoted in Jan A.ssmann, 1992,
Das Kidturelle Geddchnis, pp. 102-104.

8 I b i d p . 9 9 .

C O R R E S P O N D E N C E

Winterbach-Engelberg
Dear Editor,

The picture of an American Indian chief at prayer, which
you include on p.4 of Steiner Education vol.32 no. 1, prompts
me to make some explanatory comments.

The kind acknowledgement .should rather be to the memory
of my si.ster, Elizabeth Catherine Van Vliet who, as Betty
Raab, taught in Michael Hall when it was still at Streatham,
London; and who, after the war, when she went to the USA,
became more and more absorbed in a study of the character
and de.stiny of the native North American peoples. The climax
of these pursuits was the compilation and production of an
"Indian Program" designed for recitation and eurythmy (she
was a trained eury thmist and a cla.ss teacher), which was being
performed in New York Slate at the moment she was dying in
aclinic in Switzerland, August 1970.

She liked sharing the always interesting re.sults of her
re.search—books, pictures, anecdotes—reflecting her keen
admiration for the more spiritual Indian achievements,
particularly for the Confederation of the Five Iroquois
Nations, c. 1400AD, which established a lasting peace among
hitherto warring tribes.

She also liked to tell of the Indian com (maize) stalks that
achieved, through the Indians' special methods, a height of 5
metres, whereas the prevalent height is under 3 metres.

1 received the picture of the chief from her.

Yours sincerely.
R e x R a a b

Back Numbers of 'Steiner Education'
and (as formerly) 'Child and Man'
Price £1.50 {post free in the UK) from the
Secretary, Steiner Education, The Sprig,
Ashdown Road, Forest Row, East Sussex,
R H 1 8 5 B N

Vol. 31 No. 1 Imagination
Vol. 29 No. 1 Gender

Vol. 27 No. 1 Festivals

Vol. 26 No. 2 Europe
Vol. 26 No. 1 Money
Vol. 24 No. 2 Teeth

Vol. 24 No. 1 Teacher Training
Vol. 23 No. 2 Twelvefoldness

Vol. 22 No. 2 Non-Denominational Religion
Vol. 20 No. 2 Educating Social Awareness

A form-drawing in preparation for a capital letter
{See articles on pp. 14-17 and pp. 18-23).
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B O O K R E V I E W S

Courage and Love for Children in South Africa hy Triiiis
Genu'ts, Si liatimhurg Piihlicalioiis Iiu. shlSOpp.

"The gift from the African people to the world is their strong
social conscience." In this book, published shortly before the
change of government and the end of constitutional apartheid
in South Africa. Truus Geraets describes the development of
a number of initiatives bringing Uscdi (Light) in the form of
Waldor f S te iner Educa t ion to the b lack ch i ld ren o f the

townships and remote, poverty-stricken, rural areas.
It is common in our age to feel overwhelmed by the daily

obstacles and challenges in our personal lives, and paralysed
by the tidal wave of destructive forces active in the world. Yet
what obstacles would be too great for someone who. as a
teenager, had a four hour walk over the mountains at the
beginning and end of each day. barefoot, cold and hungry, in
order to pass her final school exams. Emily Moabelo
succeeded in bringing a new educational impulse into a
community, where traditional values and authority are seldom
questioned and in 1992 was chosen "Woman of the Year' by a
Sowetan newspaper.

This book is richly inforniative on aspects of life not
mentioned in the daily press, and, through the author's eyes,
we w i tness the immense courage, s t rong-w i l led
determination and unswerving sense of purpose of many
inspired individuals.

Lesley SniolUm

The Waldorf Approach to Arithmetic by Hermann Von
Baravalle, New York: Parker Conrtnex Press sb I75pp
$15.75.

This publication reveals two sides of Baravalle's nature.
Pages 1-127 present his genius for mathematics
(arithmetic/algebra), about which Steiner thought .so highly.
Pages 128-164 are notes—as the editor is at pains to
emphasise—of lectures he gave on the teaching of the subject
within the setting of Waldorf education.

I t d o e s n ' t t a k e m u c h a r i t h m e t i c t o s e e t h a t B a r a v a l l e a s
teacher trainer is given less than a third of the space than
Baravalle as mathematician. This is reflected also in the

quality of the respective parts of the book. Though there are
good ideas here and there in the second .section, with
fascinating pedagogical implications (e.g. re long division:
"... the longer the better; let the paper go under the board and
across the floor") they give, at best, a very second hand
impression: especially when compared with the first section
entitled The Theory of Numbers. However, at least to this
reviewer, the term theory comes across not as something
• a b . s t r a c t ' — t h e d e a d s k e l e t o n o f n u m b e r . I t h a s t h e f l a v o u r
more of 'pure' as opposed to 'applied' mathematics—yet
bursting with pure arithmetical life.

To move around in this section is similar to wandering in an
ancient city—the city being one of number—each street
comer bringing new marvels. Some of my favourite 'sights'
were the author's compari.son of the formulas for Pythagoras,
the neat logic presented in the Diophantive problems, the

sweeping vista he opens up on the number 7t and finding the
HCF or CCD via Euclid's Algorithm. All in all. one needs no
further illustration of Baravalle the 'magician" (the
impression that Baravalle is more than once de.scribed as
making on his audience) than supplied by this text.

Perhaps one might plead that future volumes be thoroughly
proof-read—a touch of mathematical precision perhaps!—
and that the maiden name of the author's wife be corrected
(she was Erica Smith)—a remarkable 'equatioA' the two of
them seem to ha\ c made.

Towards the end of the book (p. 161) Baravalle warns
again.st the danger - not easy to avoid - of the arithmetic lesson
becoming "dry" and of losing "vitality":

"When a new unit is begun, we do not repeat but present
what is new. The spirit is: "We climb on, we conquer.'The
child should think lfeel|: "1 never loved it so much."

Any teacher who recalls moments (Sf sagging in compari.son
to this ideal, has not far to turn for real inspiration: the first
section of the present work.

B r i e n M a s t e r s

The Imagery of the Zodiac by Frits H. Julius. Floris Books
.sb I76pp £10.99.

Although the term phenomenology has been given several
twists, in the context of Waldorf education its meaning and
value have remained constant and have direct bearing on the
whole of science teaching (including 'natural history'), as
well as indirect bearing on all aspects of the curriculum where
the teacher is concerned with the pupil's relationship to the
e x t e r n a l w o r l d .

Julius cultivated a) his eye for the phenomenon to such an
extent that form, gesture, the diet of animals, their colour and
movement all begin to reveal their inner nature: b) his inner
eat to hear the language of that inner nature: and c) a literary
style that not only expresses that language but also opens the
eye of the reader so that the phenomenon being de.scribed can
be viewed from the same perspective as achieved by the
author. Thus, not only is his meaning immediately
transparent: it is as though, while reading, you 'see' for
yourself.

Moreover, the seeing is not a reversion to original
'participation'. It appears as a first stirring towards the
awakening of that which Owen Barfield argues in his Saving
the Appearances as those degrees of higher consciousness
that the term 'final participation' implies. Philo.sophically. this
may seem somewhat lofty; yet in this book Julius has evolved
a style that is accessibility itself.

He takes his (and the reader's) start from naked eye
a.stronomy coupled with an unquestioning acceptance of the
traditional names of the zodiac—though including the
sometimes ignored 'eagle' a.spect of Scorpio. From this
seemingly unadventurous start we are soon travelling at a
pace, sure-footedly along the path of the author's Milky Way
clusters of phenomenological observations. The readability
of the book and its content are enough to commend it. For
teacher education. Julius' maturely disciplined faculty of
o b s e r v a t i o n i s a b o n u s .

World List of Rudolf Steiner
Waldorf School Associations

The full list of schools, Kindeigartens and training FINLAND Steinerpedagogiikan seura ry-
couises is available from each Association, Foreningen for Steinerpedagogik rt. c/o Lea
containing addresses and other information for Blafield, Jyvaskylan Rudolf Steiner-koulu.
communication, such as phone, fax and e-mail Honkaharjunti6,FIN40600Jyvaskyla
where available. Steiner Eciucation would be FRANCE Federation desEcoles Rudolf Steiner en
grateful to know of any changes to the addresses France, 11 rue de Villaines. F-91370 Verrieres-le-
appearing below so that such changes can be Buisson.
incorporated into future issues, in which case, GERMANY Bund derFreienWaldorfschulene.V.,
please inform the Secretary. We would also be D-70184 Stuttgart, Heidehofstrasse 32.
grateful to know of the founding of new IRELAND Irish Steiner Waldorf Education
Associations. The Secretary's address is on the Association, RaheenRd.,Tuamgraney, Co. Clare.
Inside Front Cover. Currently, there are more than ITALY Associazione Amici Scuola, viaClerici 12,
720 schools and 1200 Kindergartens worldwide. 1 -22030 Camnage Volta(COMO).

L A T V I A L e t t i s h e A s s o z i a t i o n fi i r W a l d o r f -
Information in countries not listed below may be padagogik, Pirma iela 26a, Rigarajons, LV 2164.
obtained direct from the Pedagogical Section of the LUXEMBOURG Verain fir Waldorfpadagogik
School ofSpiritual Science, Goetheanum,CH-4143 Letzebuerg, 45 Rue de I'Avenir, L 1147
Dornach, Switzerland. Countries at present listed as Luxembourg.
having Waldorf schools but no Association are: NETHERLANDS Bond van Vrije Scholen,
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Croatia, Czech Hoofd-straat 20, NL-3972 LA Driebergen.
Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, Hungary, Israel, Japan, NEW ZEALAND Federation of Rudolf Steiner
Kenya, Liechtenstein, Mexico, Peru, Poland, School, PC Box 888, Hastings, Hawke's Bay.
Portugal, Russia, Spain, Uruguay. NORWAY Steinerskolene i Norge, Prof. Dahlsgt.

30, N-02600slo.
A U S T R A L I A A s s o c i a t i o n o f R u d o l f S t e i n e r R O M A N I A F e d e r a t i a Wa l d o r f d i n R o m a n i a ,
Schools in Australia, 213 Wonga Road, Bd.Marastinr.59,sector l,R0-71331 Bucuresti.
Warranwood, Victoria, Australia, 3134. SLOVENIA Drustvo prijateljev, waldorfike sole.
AUSTRIA Osterreichi.sche Vereinigung freier Rodiceva2,61000 Ljubljana, Slovenia.
Bildungsstiitten auf anthroposophischer Grundlage, SOUTH AFRICA Southern African Federation of
Endres.s t rasse 100, A-1230 Wien. Waldor f Schools , PO Box 67587, Bryanston.
BELGIUM Federatie van Rudolf Steinerscholen in Transvaal, 2021 Johannesburg.
Vlaanderen, Kasteellaan 54, B-9000 Gent. SWEDEN Waldorfskolefederationen, Fridhemsgata
CANADA Association of Waldorf Schools of 17, S-12240 Stockholm, Sweden.
North America, c/o David Alsop, 3911 Bannister SWITZERLAND Koordinationsstelle der Rudolf
R o a d , F a i r O a k . s . C A 9 5 6 2 8 , U S A . S t e i n e r S c h u l e n i n d e r S c h w e i z , R o b e r t T h o m a s .
ONTARIO Waldorf School Association of Ontario, Carmenstrasse 49, CH-8032 Zurich.
9100 Ba thu rs t S t r ee t , Thomh i l l , On ta r i o L4J 8CF, UN ITED K INGDOM S te i ne r Schoo l s
C a n a d a . F e l l o w s h i p , K i d b r o o k e P a r k , F o r e s t R o w , E a s t
DENMARK Sammenslutningen af Rudolf Steiner Sussex RH18 5JA, GB.
Skoler i Danmark, Strandvejen 102, DK-8000 Arhus. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA Association of
ESTONIA Eest i Waldor fkool ide Uhendus, 14 Waldor fSchoolsofNor thAmer ica,Chai rman,3911
Koidula Tiinav, EE2100, Rakvere, Estonia. Bannister Road, Fair Oaks, CA 95628.
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COUEGC
F o u n d a t i o n Ye a r

Anthroposophical Studies
and the Arts

W a l d o r f T e a c h e r
E d u c a t i o n

Preparation for Kindergarten,
Grades, and High School Teaching

B.A. and M.A. Option

A r t s P r o g r a m a n d
G o e t h e a n S t u d i e s

P r o g r a m

S a n F r a n q s c o

E x t e n s i o n P r o g r a m
in Waldorf Teacher Education

S u m m e r W o r k s h o p s
for Teachers and Parents

9 2 0 0 F a i r O a k s B o u l e v a r d
F a i r O a k s . C a l i f o r n i a 9 5 6 2 8

( N e a r S a c r a m e n t o )

( 9 1 6 ) 9 6 1 - 8 7 2 7
FAX (916) 961-8731

Eurythmy
visible speech
vis ib le music

language in movement

reaching beyond self expression
changing the way we hear, see
and iinderstand music, poetry
c o l o u r a n d o u r i n n e r m o s t s e l f

Eurythmy School, Peredur Centre for the Arts
a four year training in eurythmy as a foundation

for working as a performing artist, therapist or teacher
The diploma issued by the school is recognised by the Section for the Arts

of Eurythmy. Speech and Music jit the Goetheanum. Switzerland

Eurythmy School. Peredur Centre for the Arts.
Dunnings Road. East Grinstead. Sussex RH19 4NF

tel: 01342 312527 fax: 01342 323401

Hlbernla
■ An integrated training' in artistic therapy -

painting, drawing, clay modelling,
studies and special projects.

Based on Anthroposophy, the main tuition
is from practising therapists and doctors.

Four years full-time. Extended part-time.
One or two year sabbatical.

Hibcrnia School of f^rflstlc Therapy
Hawkwood College, Painswick Old Road, Stroud

Gloucestershire GL6 7QW, England
Tel. 01453 751685

Member of the European Academy of Anthroposophical Art Therapy Trainings
tn co-operation with the Medical Section of the Goetheanum. Dornach, Switzerland

F\ Training within the
Oamphill Movement

Applications now being taken
for August 1998

We offer the opportunity to complement
the study of the healing art of Eurythmy
with practical experience in the curative

and therapeutic work of two distinct
Camphill Communities.

Enquiries to: Ringwood-Botton Eurythmy School,
Sheiling Community, Ashley, Ringwood,

Hampshire BH24 2EB England.
Tel: (01425) 47045814734791477488

F a x : ( 0 1 4 2 5 ) 4 7 9 5 3 6

Centre for Anthropasophical
Adult Education

PO Box 8103, Havelock North, New Zealand
Te l : + 6 4 - 6 - 8 7 7 7 1 7 4 F a x : 8 7 7 7 0 1 4

e-mail: taruna@ramhb.co.nz
World wide web: http://www.taruna.gen.nz

Dip loma in Rudo l f S te ine r Wa ldo r f Educa t ion
(Education Year and Practical Year)

Diploma in Rudolf Steiner Early Childhood
E d u c a t i o n

Diploma in Biodynamic Horticulture and
Agricul ture

Diploma in Artistic Iherapy
P/ease enquire for further information.

Colĥ <>
A n A d u l t E d u c a t i o n C e n t r e
based on the work of Rudolf Steiner

- Study in Sydney, Australia
1st year: Certificate in Anthroposophical Studies

2nd year: Associate Diploma in Rudolf Steiner (Waldorf) Education
2nd year Diploma Course in Steiner Education (Kindergarten)

These accredited courses lead to Bachelor of Education (Steiner) at 3rd year level and
Master of Education (Steiner), offered at the University of New England, Armidale,

N.S.W. On campus or Distance Education. College year begins February 1999.

ENQUIRIES
Parsifal College, 307 Sussex St., Sydney, NSW 2000, Australia

TEL: Int: + 61 2 9261 4001 FAX: Int: + 61 2 9267 1225
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SuNBRiDGE Co l l ege
A Spiritual Center for Professional Training in the

Ai'ts, Sciences and Humanities
Orientation Year in Anthroposopliical and Cultural Studies *
\\ aldorf Teacher Training Year with concentrations in Early Childhood,
Elcmentarv or l iigh School education
New York State authorized Master's Degree in Waldorf Education
l^art-time Programs in Waldorf Education, Applied Arts, Bio-Dvnamic
Gardening. Non-Profu Administration and Community Development
Drama Program (New York City)

On-going Lectures, Workshops. Conferences, Summer Courses

Sunbridge College. 260 Hungry Hollow Road, Spring Valley. NY 10977
(914) 425-0055

Located within a spiritually-orientated communir\' 30 miles north of New York City.

S u m m e r

C o u r s e s

Tf^bias
5rhD0' af /frt

Part t ime Foundat ion Course 1998-2(100
starts I5ih September 1998, An urtistie foimdalion course
with an empluisis on paiiuinj:. Ineiuding clay modelling,

draw ing and an introduction loaniliroposophy.
Can be taken independently, or in preparation for the

r<ibia.s .Art Therapy Trainiii}'

Please phone for details and brochure.s: 01342/313655
Tobias Sel iool of .Art , Fast ( i r instead. RH194LZ

^fiptPeLOood c^ctLi'tUes

I.UW imrvKl SiiliiUyf in llvicloid^Ho i,k'CcJbr>d with lango of actMlMt
Green wucrfwurk, Blflikstnithing, Rceco njj wcaimg, BiesJ mskax].

Candle ro'Jina. Charcoal burninG and Pellcry ■ unlt> beaulifii wrc<*l» and
c o u n l r y r i d c t o c x ^ r c

Will be accummodateil m delighlful gceUcsie doinc» and torwd ifclieious
locd from kieal orgiunc/bio dynamic gmwera

1 B , \ N K S I D E . M A N S E L L G A M A G E . H E R E F O R D S H I R E
Tel: (01981) 590367

l < 5 T r 4 : f&CV

^uln nrioKun

LURLDORF ADULT EDUCRTlOn
Piopnrnlary ̂ ludio) in f!nlhrano)ophi.j ond LUcildor(-Educnhon

|oi Ihc? Hctiijoiicin lylnndy ond Ihe Pocific Region

Honolulu LUoldorf School
}50 Ulun SlrceJ. Haiolulu. HI. 96821

(8081 P7-5471 • FAH 1808) J7J-2040
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Steiner Schools Fellowship Publications
Towards Creative Teaching
edited by Mdrtyn Rawson w ith Brien Masters1 TowardsCreative Teaching

Workincj With (hp Curr

1his vv(ji"k (irises out ol j reseuri h projE'ct
in i t iated three years ago to review the
development of ihe Waldorf Cuiritulum. ll
otTers practical advice on the cias^ teacher
curriculum tor classes 1 -8; an overv iev\ (;f all other
subjects: guidance on Ihe role of the class teac her

')ok is a milestone
Ste iner Waldor f

P r i c e £ 1 0

D A T E D U E

A
Lancuacb Teach i \
S t e i n e r Wa l d o r f i
lolhinnes Kicrsch jnil Nor
This book provides a
introduction to SteinerT
language and the loacnir
modern languages. It shou'
helpful not only to language le-
but to anyone interested in the
underlying Steiner Waldorf Educ"

R r

S te ine r Wa ldo r f Sch

Telephone (01342) i

PFRI A' ?nn:̂

■ r p 1 'D L L i : ZUU4

MAy 08 24
JUL 12
OCT 3 ^ 2013

G AY L O R O P R I N T E D I N U , S A

t k k j i U J l h / c *
SuiiwU \SVlik-«< Siih.dx

l u rna l f o r VVa ldo r l '
3 l i m e s a y e a r,
s and papers on a
educational issues -

i iudCt ic d iscourse and

or a year's subscription

RH18 5IA, UK
lc.co.uk/-waldorf
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P a r k A t t w o o d C l i n i c
Ail 'i';l 1": ''Aup.i

C d s V .

Park Attwood is dedicated to working
with anthroposophical medicine.
Whilst recognising that not all illness is
curable, one of the main aims of
anthroposophical medicine is to
stimulate natural healing processes. It
has developed from Rudolf Steiner's
pioneering work wiui DrItaWegman,
exploring how man's spiritual nature
relates to the health and function of the
physical body. The main function of the
clinic is to give medically-directed
therapy aimed at helping patients
return to independent life."
Anthroposophical medicines are
prescribed, in conjunction with
conventional medication when needed,
to treat a wide range pf illnesses*
including cardio-vascular diseases, life
crisis and associated medical
complaints. Patients also come to Park
Attwood for convalescence and
rehabilitation.

The therapeutic team at Park Attwood
is multi-disciplinary one, consisting of
qualified physicians registered with the
GMC, state registered nurses and,
therapists qualified in their own
professional fields.

*1116 Cancer Act l?39prohibits the release of
information on the treatment of certain'
"diseases to the general public.

Park Attwood is set in 7 acres ofmature, landscaped gardens,
overlooking spectacularly beautiful countryside.

Mmiable^ i^rk/d Mod,

Massage & Hydrotherapy,
For all patients as part of a weekly timetable.

Art Therapies,
Including sculpture, paintingordrawing.

Eurythmy,
Movement therapy derivedfnnn theelementof
speech and music.

Social & CulturalActivities,
Gardening, archery, spatial (fynamics, poetry
and music.

Outpatients services,
Consiiltatlons with doctors and therapists.

^Patient Plan'̂  subscription
scheme.
Please contact us for further information.

Please contact the Admissions Administrator to
r arrangeavisitinordertoezpmencefirsthand
? ParkAttwood.

FarkAttwood Clinic Trimpley,Bewdley,Worcs.DY12 IRE
Teb01299861444 Fac01299861375 CharityNq.23820R


